Notice of Intention to Remove Companies From the Register

I intend to remove the following companies from the Register under section 318(1)(b) of the Companies Act 1993, on the grounds that the Registrar has reasonable grounds to believe that the companies are not carrying on business and there is no proper reason for them to continue in existence.

$2 WORLD LIMITED.
0508 THE RAG MAN LIMITED.
0800TRADIE LIMITED.
1 RICCCARTON RD LIMITED.
1 SHOP PACIFIC LIMITED.
101EXPRESS NZ LIMITED.
10SEVENTY EVENTS LIMITED.
1149344 LIMITED.
123 CASINO LIMITED.
129B ONEWA LIMITED.
16 LITTLE FEET LIMITED.
1890 COTTAGE LIMITED.
19 GREAT SOUTH LIMITED.
19 HASTIE JV LIMITED.
1COPY LIMITED.
1G LADY RUBY DRIVE LIMITED.
201 RACING LIMITED.
212 SNAPPER LIMITED.
26SECURELABS LIMITED.
272 HOLDINGS LIMITED.
288 MT EDEN LIMITED.
28WORKS LIMITED.
2FOCUS LIMITED.
2NDTEXT LIMITED.
2NZ IMMIGRATION LIMITED.
3 & 5 DOLLAR SHOP LIMITED.
3 IN 1 STYLES & CUTS LIMITED.
3@382 LIMITED.
3001 LIMITED.
359LINCOLN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
36 SOUTH LIMITED.
360 GLASS LIMITED.
3-9 CHURCH ST LIMITED.
3COM GLOBAL LIMITED.
3D FACTORY LIMITED.
3D PRINTING NZ LIMITED.
3DIMENSION CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
3F LIMITED.
3RD AVENUE LIMITED.
3W LIMITED.
4 BOYZ LIMITED.
4 D PROJECTS LIMITED.
40 SUNSET RD LIMITED.
42 LANDON AVE LIMITED.
4CHF LIMITED.
4G AUTO ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
4TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
5 FINGER DISCOUNT RECORDS LIMITED.
5 LOAVES 2 FISH LIMITED.
6GS LIMITED.
7K AUTO LIMITED.
8 VALLEYS VINEYARDS MARLBOROUGH LIMITED.
A & B THORP LIMITED.
A & E PLASTERING LIMITED.
A & J CHEUNG TRUSTEE LIMITED.
A & K STROUD LIMITED.
A & L AG ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
A & L TELECOMMUNICATION LIMITED.
A & M CAMERON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
A & M SPEIRS LIMITED.
A & R PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
A & R TRANSPORT LIMITED.
A & R TREES & HEDGES LIMITED.
A AND J MILLAR PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
A B GADGETS LIMITED.
A G ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
A G ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
A G ONE LIMITED.
A J CONSULTANTS (2005) LIMITED.
A J R TRUSTEES LIMITED.
A J'S ENTERTAINMENTS LIMITED.
A LIQUOR LIMITED.
A M HARVEY LIMITED.
A P EXCAVATION LIMITED.
A PLUS BEAUTY SPA LIMITED.
A POWER LIMITED.
A S S LIMITED.
A TO Z AUTOMOTIVE (NZ) LIMITED.
A&C ADULT ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
A&G HOLDINGS NZ LIMITED.
A.F. WALLACE BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
A.S.C.A.D. LIMITED.
A1 AGENTS LIMITED.
A1 SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
AA AUTOS LIMITED.
AA RENOVATIONS LIMITED.
AAHAN LIMITED.
AAMACDNZ TRUSTEE LIMITED.
AAMIR HEALTH LIMITED.
AAN ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS LIMITED.
AANDA LIMITED.
AANSHI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
AARDVARK PROPERTIES LIMITED.
AARON HAMILTON TRUCKING LIMITED.
AB ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
AB PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
ABAH LIMITED.
ABBAY SHARPENERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ABBIO LIMITED.
ABBOT RENTALS LIMITED.
ABDULS KRAZY PRICE MART LIMITED.
ABEAM TENTS LIMITED.
ABEL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
ABERCROMBIE (2014) LIMITED.
ABLE PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
ABLE SMITH 1 LIMITED.
ABOUT TOUCH PHYSIO LIMITED.
ABOUT TOWN MOWING LIMITED.
ABOVE ALL 2010 LIMITED.
ABRAKA LIMITED.
ABSO WELDING & FABRICATION LIMITED.
ABSOLOVE BABY & CHILDCARE CENTRE LIMITED.
ABSOLOVE INSPECTIONS LIMITED.
ABSOLOVE CATS LIMITED.
ABSTRACT PRODUCTION SERVICES LIMITED.
ABUNDANCE FORTUNE LIMITED.
AC FARMTECH LIMITED.
ACADEMY OF PROFESSIONAL LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
ACENT ON CIVIL LIMITED.
ACENT ON ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
ACENT ON GROUP LIMITED.
ALLAN & RINDA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ALLCRAFT CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
ALLCRETE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ALLEGGORY FILMS LIMITED.
ALLEGRA RESOURCES LIMITED.
ALLEN DEVELOPMENT TRUSTEES LIMITED.
ALLEON COMPANY LIMITED.
ALLHRS RECOVERY LIMITED.
AL LIANCE VINEYARD INVESTORS LIMITED.
ALLIED INTERIOR SYSTEMS LIMITED.
ALLNZ LIMITED.
ALLSOP LIMITED.
ALLSTAR ELECTRICAL SERVICES WELLINGTON LIMITED.
ALMARA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ALMOND COURT MOTELS (2006) LIMITED.
AL-NAFIO SERVICES LIMITED.
ALPHA BRISTOL FILMS LIMITED.
ALPHA BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED.
ALPHA HOLIDAYS LIMITED.
ALPHA LAND SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ALPHA PACIFIC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ALPHA SERVICES LIMITED.
ALPINE MEDIA LIMITED.
ALPINE PARKLANDS LIMITED.
ALRAY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ALS ROOF SERVICES LIMITED.
ALSOPHILA INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
ALTHORP PRIVATE HOSPITAL TRUSTEES LIMITED.
ALTOS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ALU 41 LIMITED.
AMAKA AMAKA LIMITED.
AMAKRIS LIMITED.
AMAL EXPRESS LIMITED.
AMANDA TRINA LIMITED.
AMBROSE CROM LIMITED.
AMBROSIA FARMS LIMITED.
AMG SLS LIMITED.
AMOBALIN MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
A-MUS-ED MUSIC STUDIO LIMITED.
AN JEE PROPERTY MAINTENANCE AND INSTALLATION LIMITED.
ANACONDA PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED.
ANALYSEME LIMITED.
ANATOKI TRACK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ANB SERVICES LIMITED.
ANCHAR LIMITED.
ANCIENT WOODS LIMITED.
ANDAMOS LIMITED.
ANDERSON CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
ANDI WHEELER - SPACES DESIGN STUDIO LIMITED.
ANDREESONS LIMITED.
ANDREW CUTTANCE PLUMBING LIMITED.
ANDREW PLUMBING AND GAS LIMITED.
ANDREWS AND O'BRIEN LIMITED.
ANEMOI LIMITED.
ANGELA RICE LIMITED.
ANGIEZ ANGELZ LIMITED.
ANIMAL PHARM SUPPLIES LIMITED.
ANJO DESIGN LIMITED.
ANMOL MAahi RABBa ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ANNALIN LIMITED.
ANNECY 2002 LIMITED.
ANTLER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ANTS COMPUTER REPAIR & SERVICES LIMITED.
ANTUNOVICH CARPENTRY LIMITED.
ANTVENTURES LIMITED.
ANVIC TRADING LIMITED.
ANYWARE SURVEYING LIMITED.
ANZ MEDIA (NZ) LIMITED.
ANZESTREE LIMITED.
AO MARAMA HEALTH RESEARCH LIMITED.
AORAKI CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
AORAKI TRUST LIMITED.
AORANGI MOTEL LIMITED.
AOTEAMUSICPRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
AOTEAROA CHILD LIMITED.
AOTEAROA IMMIGRATION & ACCOUNTING CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
AOTEAROA TERTIARY ACADEMY LIMITED.
AOTEAROMA LIMITED.
APEX 2014 LIMITED.
APOLLO GRAPHICS LIMITED.
APOLLO ONLINE LIMITED.
APOLLONIA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
APP INVENTORY LIMITED.
APP MAKER LIMITED.
APPLICATION INSTITUTE OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
APPLICATION INSTITUTE OF PARNELL LIMITED.
APPLE BLOSSOM LIMITED.
APPLE CLEANING SERVICE LIMITED.
APPLEPLUS LIMITED.
APPLIED SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
APPLIED CONSULTING LIMITED.
APPLIED IP LIMITED.
APPS N CRAP LIMITED.
APPS PUNDITS LIMITED.
APS CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
AQUA CONCEPTS NZ LIMITED.
AQUASHIELD BOP 2015 LIMITED.
AQUATIC EARTH LIMITED.
AQUATIC SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
AQUITANIA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
AR PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ARAHO ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
ARAI FOOD LIMITED.
ARARIMU LODGES LIMITED.
ARBAY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
ARB Holdings Limited.
ARCANE MARKETING LIMITED.
ARCANGELS NOMINEE LIMITED.
ARIAMARKETING LIMITED.
ARIGATO LIMITED.
ARIONE LABORATORIES LIMITED.
ARISTOCRAT SERVICES 2014 LIMITED.
ARKLES PROJECT LIMITED.
ARKWRIGHTS LIMITED.
ARL HUIA TRUST LIMITED.
ARMADA INVENTORY LIMITED.
ARMAGEDDON PAINTBALL LIMITED.
ARMENIAN CUISINE LIMITED.
ARMSTRONG PLUMBING LIMITED.
ARMSTRONG WEBSTER DESIGN LIMITED.
ARNEL KAY JOINERY LIMITED.
AROHA DESIGNZ LIMITED.
AROHA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
AROHA MIDWIFERY CARE LIMITED.
ARROW BREWING COMPANY LIMITED.
ARROWS GROUP LIMITED.
ARROWTOWN BUILDING LIMITED.
ART + SOUL AGENCY LIMITED.
ART OF THIS WORLD LIMITED.
ARTESANO LIMITED.
ARTHUR GIBBS DECORATORS LIMITED.
ARTHUR MOTORS LIMITED.
ARTIS BEAUTY & HAIR LIMITED.
ARTIS PROPERTY LIMITED.
ARTISAN SHOES NEW ZEALAND 2010 LIMITED.
ARTIZEN WEB STUDIO LIMITED.
ARTOS CORPORATION (NZ) LIMITED.
ASCARI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ASGARD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ASIA NZ LINK LIMITED.
ASIA PACIFIC INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ASIA PACIFIC RESOURCES LIMITED.
ASIAN SOCIAL CLUB (WELLINGTON) LIMITED.
ASJ HOLDINGS (PVT) LIMITED.
ASKIN & DE KLERK LIMITED.
ASL (2000) LIMITED.
ASPARAGUS QUALITY MANAGEMENT (NZ) LIMITED.
ASPIRING INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ASSET CONSTRUCTION (2001) LIMITED.
ASSET INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
ASSIMILATE LIMITED.
ASSIST AUTOMATION LIMITED.
ASSIST GROUP LIMITED.
ASSORTMENT LIMITED.
ASSURED (CH) LIMITED.
ASTON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ASTON TRANSPORT LIMITED.
AT KNIGHT WATER COMPANY LIMITED.
ATD FLOORING LIMITED.
ATELIER NZ LIMITED.
ATHENA MOTELS GROUP LIMITED.
ATJK BUILDERS LIMITED.
ATKINSON AVENUE LIMITED.
ATKINSON PSYCHOLOGY LIMITED.
ATLAS COVE LIMITED.
ATLAS ONE LIMITED.
ATOA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ATS TRADING LIMITED.
ATTRACTION LIMITED.
ATTRI SPORTS LIMITED.
ATUA TOHU LIMITED.
AUCKLAND ALLROUNDERS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND BATHROOM INSTALLATIONS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND BOOKWORM LIMITED.
AUCKLAND BOUTIQUE TOURS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND CAR YARD LIMITED.
AUCKLAND CITY SECURITY LIMITED.
AUCKLAND CONTRACT BUILDING LIMITED.
AUCKLAND COUNSELLING & PSYCHO THERAPY LIMITED.
AUCKLAND CULTURE AND SPORTS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
AUCKLAND EXPORTS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND FLASHING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND KITCHENS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND RENOVATION SERVICES(NZ) LIMITED.
AUCKLAND TENNIS COACHING LIMITED.
AUCKLAND TILES AND PAINT LIMITED.
AUCKLAND TURF MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
AUCKLAND WEBSITE DESIGN LIMITED.
AUCKLAND WINDSCREENS LIMITED.
AUDEVELOP LIMITED.
AUDIO IN MOTION LIMITED.
AUDIO LAB NZ LIMITED.
AUGMENTED INNOVATION LIMITED.
AUGUST 19 INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
AUGUST BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
AUGUSTA NATIONAL LIMITED.
AUGUSTA QUEENSLAND LIMITED.
AUGUSTUS TCE EQUITIES LIMITED.
AUSTIN ESTATE LIMITED.
AUSTRALASIA BUILDING SERVICE SCAFFOLDING LIMITED.
AUSTRALASIAN HOTEL (2013) LIMITED.
AUTO DETAILING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
AUTO TUNE SERVICES LIMITED.
AUTO MOTIVATED LIMITED.
AUTOBID GENERAL PARTNER LIMITED.
AUTOMOTIVE ANALYSIS LIMITED.
AUTOMOTIVE CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
AUTOSTATION TRADING LIMITED.
AUTOTEK AUTOMOTIVE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
AVAERO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AVAILABLE LIMITED.
AVALANCHE PEAK LIMITED.
AVANTIPLUS JOHN BULL LIMITED.
AVCC 2012 LIMITED.
AVCO DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
AVELINE LIMITED.
AVIATION TRADING INDEX LIMITED.
AVION IMMIGRATION LIMITED.
AVOCADIA CEYLON PVT LIMITED.
AVOCADO CONTRACTING LIMITED.
AVODELMAR LIMITED.
AVONDALE LAWNMOWER REPAIR CENTRE 1983 LIMITED.
AWAHOU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
AWRANUS AUTO PARTS LIMITED.
AWZ AUTO REPAIRS LIMITED.
AXIOM DATA LOGGING SYSTEMS LIMITED.
AXL MARKETING LIMITED.
AXLE LIMITED.
AYKAY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
AYNSLEY ESTATE PLANNING LIMITED.
AYO KIDS LIMITED.
AZZ MASYI NZ LIMITED.
AZZA CONSULTING LIMITED.
B & BL KIRK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
B & J THOMPSON & COMPANY LIMITED.
B A CROPP LIMITED.
B AND R BOBCATS LIMITED.
B B H HOLDINGS LIMITED.
B C SQUARED LIMITED.
B D MAXWELL & DAUGHTERS LIMITED.
B M JORDAN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
B M ZIEGLER CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
B T AND P A PRICE LIMITED.
B. PLASTERBOARD SERVICES LIMITED.
B.P.D. COURIERS LIMITED.
B2B SALES LIMITED.
BABE ON BOARD LIMITED.
BABY BOX LIMITED.
BABY GOLD LIMITED.
BACHPACKER LIMITED.
BADGERS PLACE LIMITED.
BAGLEY BUILDERS LIMITED.
BAIRDED LIMITED.
BAKSHI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BALAJI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BALANCE FINANCIAL CONSULTING LIMITED.
BALANCE TECHNICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
BALDROCK PROJECT LIMITED.
BALDWIN MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
BALFOUR BOULEVARD TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
BALKRISHNA ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
BALQUIHIDDER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BANG LIMITED.
BAR LIMITED.
BARASATI LIMITED.
BARBARA WOODS LIMITED.
BARD PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
BARDO LIMITED.
BAREFOOT PRESCHOOLS LIMITED.
BARISTA PRONTO LIMITED.
BARKING SPIDER BREW CO LIMITED.
BARLOW & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
BARN FINDS NZ LIMITED.
BARNEY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BARONY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BARRETT GANE LIMITED.
BARRIE WALKER MOTORS LIMITED.
BARRY GILLINGWATER & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
BARRY LINDON GEAR CUTTING LIMITED.
BASHIR & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
BASRAWY LIMITED.
BATTERIES IN TIME LIMITED.
BATTERY TEK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
BATTERYCADDYCO NZ LIMITED.
BATTLE ZONE LIMITED.
BAY BRICK & BLOCKLAYING LIMITED.
BAY OF ISLANDS AGENCIES LIMITED.
BAY OF PLENTY SUSPENDED CEILINGS LIMITED.
BAY PAVERS BOP LIMITED.
BAY PROPERTY (2008) LIMITED.
BAYRON GROUP LIMITED.
BAYSIDE ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
BAYVIEW HOLDINGS SOUTH LIMITED.
BAYWIDE REALTY LIMITED.
BBB INVESTMENTS NZ LIMITED.
BBMG PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BBQ DOCTOR (2004) LIMITED.
BC PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
BE COOL APPAREL LIMITED.
BEACH ROAD SUPERETTE LIMITED.
BEACHAM CONSULTING LIMITED.
BEACHAM TAILOR LIMITED.
BEALEY 77 INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BEANTEC LIMITED.
BEAR HOUSE LIMITED.
BEATNIK BABY LIMITED.
BEAUTIFUL BLINDS CO. LIMITED.
BEDGOOD WHEELWRIGHT COMPANY LIMITED.
BEE SMART SUPPLIES LIMITED.
BEE TOGETHER LIMITED.
BEECHHILL INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEES LIMITED.
BELISI DREAMS LIMITED.
BELL ASSETS LIMITED.
BELLA & BEAU LIMITED.
BELLA ROSA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
BELLA VISTA RENTALS (2006) LIMITED.
BELLE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BELONG GLOBAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BELONG GLOBAL LIMITED.
BELONGA FAMILY RENTALS LIMITED.
BELTAIN LIMITED.
BELVES CONSULTING LIMITED.
BENCHMARK COMMERCIAL LIMITED.
BENDALE LIMITED.
BENDON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BENFIELD PROPERTIES (2004) LIMITED.
BENGER CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
BENIO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BENSON & DOREEN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BENTAN PARK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BENTANE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
BERG DESIGN LIMITED.
BERRYMAC PRINT LIMITED.
BERRYMAN MEDIA INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
BEST BOY LIMITED.
BEST HOME HAWKES BAY LIMITED.
BEST MARINE LEISURE LIMITED.
BEST SITES NZ LIMITED.
BESTBAR NZ LIMITED.
BETHELL HOLDINGS (2005) LIMITED.
BETTA PRODUCTS LIMITED.
BETTER QUALITY PIES 2015 LIMITED.
BETTER SHAVE COMPANY LIMITED.
BETTERBUILD LIMITED.
BETWEEN THE TIGER AND THE CROCODILE LIMITED.
BEVIN & ABBY PROPERTIES PTY LIMITED.
BEVIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BEYOND HORIZONS CHARITABLE TRUST MANUREWA LIMITED.
BEYOND REASONABLE DROUGHT LIMITED.
BEZIQUE COMPANY LIMITED.
BICKLEY MOTELS LIMITED.
BIEN COMPANY LIMITED.
BIG BASH CONSULTING LIMITED.
BIG BLUE MOTOR COMPANY LIMITED.
BIG BROTHER 2015 COMPANY LIMITED.
BIG CAPTAINS LIMITED.
BIG M DAIRY CO LIMITED.
BIG RIVER ROOFING LIMITED.
BIGBOY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
BIGWOOD ANAESTHESIA LIMITED.
BIKE OTAGO LIMITED.
BILL MCCRAW FARRIER LIMITED.
BILLBOARD 2013 LIMITED.
BIO PHOTON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
BIOLYTIX LIMITED.
BIOSOURCE LIMITED.
BIOV EIP NOMINEES LIMITED.
BIOZEST LIMITED.
BIRDS I VIEW LIMITED.
BIRKLEY LIMITED.
BIRTH & BEYOND DOULA LIMITED.
BISCOTTI LIMITED.
BISTRANS INVEST LIMITED.
BITES FOR BODS LIMITED.
BITTO NZ LIMITED.
BIZ IT LIMITED.
BIZDOJO WELLINGTON LIMITED.
BIZWISE CONSULTING LIMITED.
BJ & LA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BJ & NM HUNTLEY LIMITED.
BJ & TL HORSBURGH LIMITED.
BJ MCALLISTER LIMITED.
BJ J2 HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BRODIE CONSULTING LIMITED.
BRODIE UK LIMITED.
BROMARK PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BRONZFISH LIMITED.
BROOKER MAINTENANCE SERVICES H B LIMITED.
BROTHERTON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BRO’TOWN PRODUCTION SERIES 5 LIMITED.
BROWN DOG LIMITED.
BRRL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BRUCE GEMMELL LIMITED.
BRUDI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BRUI LIFESTYLE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BRUJUN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BRUNEL LIMITED.
BRYANT TAVERN LIMITED.
BRYCE COLLINS ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
BSGC ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BSS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BUCKET EMPIRE LIMITED.
BUDDIES TRADING LIMITED.
BUDDY UNIFORMS LIMITED.
BUDFIN (NO.19) LIMITED.
BUDPAC COMMERCIAL LIMITED.
BUDPAC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BUG BAN NZ LIMITED.
BUGGY BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
BUILD 3D LIMITED.
BUILD AUCKLAND LIMITED.
BUILD VISTA LIMITED.
BUILD.COM LIMITED.
BUILDING BLOCKS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
BUILDING FOR YOU CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
BUILDING WARRANT OF FITNESS NZ LIMITED.
BUKSH LIMITED.
BULA BEEZ LIMITED.
BURLWAYNE LIMITED.
BURG & PEETERS LIMITED.
BURGER BROS LIMITED.
BURK FARMS LIMITED.
BURLEIGH EVATT CONSULTING LIMITED.
BURNLEY LIMITED.
BURNRITE FIREWOOD LIMITED.
BURNS BROTHERS LIMITED.
BUSHIDO LIMITED.
BUSINESS 229 MORTGAGE BROKERS LIMITED.
BUSINESS ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
BUSINESS INTERIM SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
BUSINESS MOBILE LIMITED.
BUSY EYES INVESTMENT LIMITED.
BUTTERFLY CREEK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BUZZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BW CONTRACTOR LIMITED.
BWL PACKAGING 2000 LIMITED.
BY GRACE LIMITED.
BYCO LIMITED.
BYTEIT LIMITED.
C & F TRUSTEES 32144 LIMITED.
C & J PROPERTY GROUP LIMITED.
C & K DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
C & P ENGINEERING & MECHANICAL LIMITED.
C A PILKINGTON LIMITED.
C AND D NZ LIMITED.
C AND W HEALTH SERVICE LIMITED.
C C W PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CHICKY CHOCs LIMITED.
CHILDcARE ADVISOR LIMITED.
CHILDcARE NOW LIMITED.
CHILLI FLAKES LIMITED.
CHILLOUT EVENTS LIMITED.
CHINA UNIVERSAL INVESTMENTS (NZ) CO. LIMITED.
CHINESE MEDIA BUREAU GROUP LIMITED.
CHIROPRACtIC WORKS UPPER HUTT LIMITED.
CHIVERS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CHOICE GLOBAL LIMITED.
CHOMIE LIMITED.
CHRIS HAMMOND DENTAL LIMITED.
CHRIS LANAUZE LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH AREA TOURISM LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH BRICK & BLOCK LAYERS LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH CONTRACTING LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH ROOF REPAIRS LIMITED.
CHRISTIE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
CHRISTINE BROOKs LIMITED.
CHRISTINE’S CATERING LIMITED.
CHUM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CHUMMER LIMITED.
CHUR BROTHERS LIMITED.
CI HOUHERE LIMITED.
CIDER TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CIEL TRUSTEE NO 16 LIMITED.
CIPHER CONSULTING LIMITED.
CIRCLE LIMITED.
CITRINE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CITRINE LIMITED.
CITY CONTRACTING (2005) LIMITED.
CITY LEEGAR LIMITED.
CITY SPORTS LIMITED.
CITYWIDE FLOORING LIMITED.
CITYWIDE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CJ PROPERTIES NEW PLYMOUTH LIMITED.
CJD MOTORS LIMITED.
CK KITCHENS LIMITED.
CK TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CKNZ COMPANY LIMITED.
CLAIM YOUR MONEY LIMITED.
CLAIRE PREBBLE LIMITED.
CLANABBA TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CLANCY TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
CLANEY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CLARIAN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LIMITED.
CLARK & BROWN LAWYERS LIMITED.
CLARK PERFORMANCE LIMITED.
CLARRicoATS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CLASS GRAPHICS LIMITED.
CLASSIC AVIATION LIMITED.
CLASSIC HORSE COACHES LIMITED.
CLAwill PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CLAYE MCBRIDE DESIGN LIMITED.
CLEAN & GLOW LIMITED.
CLEAN AND GREEN TOO LIMITED.
CLEAN CUT LIMITED.
CLEAN GREEN CITY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
CLEAN SLATE NZ LIMITED.
CLEANING APPROVAL LIMITED.
CLEANING SERVICES (WAikATO) LIMITED.
CLEANPRO CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
CLEAR DESIGN NZ LIMITED.
CLEAR LINE OF SIGHT GROUP LIMITED.
CLEAR SCOPE LIMITED.
CLEARBRIDGE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CLEAR’EN GROUP LIMITED.
CLEARWAY CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
CLENDON CLASSIC CARRIERS LIMITED.
CLEVERLEY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CLINICAL TRIALS BUSINESS CONSULTING LIMITED.
CLINT ROSS LIMITED.
CLOCK TOWER BAR & CAFE LIMITED.
CLOUD CONSULTING NZ LIMITED.
CLOUD LOGISTICS LIMITED.
CLOVER ROAD ESTATE LIMITED.
CLUB PROPERTY LIMITED.
CLUCAS PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CLY TRADING LIMITED.
CLYDE 2005 LIMITED.
CMA CGM & ANL AGENCIES (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
CMA+U LIMITED.
CMAA SERVICES LIMITED.
CMG (SOUTHLAND) LIMITED.
CMH MARKETING LIMITED.
CO2 (2009) LIMITED.
COAST MINING LIMITED.
COASTAL MOUNTAIN PLANTING LIMITED.
COASTAL PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
COASTIES - PIZZARIA LIMITED.
COASTLINE ORCHARD SERVICES (2005) LIMITED.
COASTLINE RESIDENTIAL NZ LIMITED.
COASTWIDE SERVICES LIMITED.
COBBLE KINGS LIMITED.
COBBLERS LANE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
COBMY LIMITED.
COBOLT CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED.
COBURN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
COBURN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
COCOCHE NUTRITION LIMITED.
CODEX WIDGETS LIMITED.
CODY LIMITED.
COFFEE CRUSH LIMITED.
COFFEE EMBASSY LIMITED.
COFFEE LOCUM LIMITED.
COFFEE PLUS CAFE LIMITED.
COG CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
COGAN BURNES TRUSTEE LIMITED.
COGNAC TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
COLEBROOK REFRIGERATION AND APPLIANCES LIMITED.
COLEMAN ESTATE VINEYARD LIMITED.
COLEMAN READ PROPERTIES LIMITED.
COLLECTIVE REALTY LIMITED.
COLLECTO LIMITED.
COLLETT INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
COLLINS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
COLLIOT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
COLMAN ROOFING LIMITED.
COLOSSAL INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
COLOSSEUM TRUSTEES LIMITED.
COLOUR UP 88 LIMITED.
COLOURBLIND LIMITED.
COLOURVUE LIMITED.
COLT INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES LIMITED.
COMBINED RENTALS LIMITED.
COMIDA ESPRESSO & WINE BAR LIMITED.
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES DAIRY NZ LIMITED.
COMMERCIAL INVESTIGATIONS NEW ZEALAND (2004) LIMITED.
COMMERCIAL MANAWATU LIMITED.
COMMONSENSE BUSINESS SYSTEMS LIMITED.
COMM spec NZ LIMITED.
COMMSYS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES LIMITED.
COMO TECH LIMITED.
COMPANY KICKSTART NZ LIMITED.
COMPANY OF 11.11 LIMITED.
COMPASS CRAFT SUPPLIES LIMITED.
COMPATIBLE LEASING LIMITED.
COMPLETE AUTO REPAIRS (1997) LIMITED.
COMPLETE BUILDING INSPECTIONS LIMITED.
COMPLETE GROUP LIMITED.
COMPREHENSIVE INSURANCE LIMITED.
COMPUTER DEPOT CORPORATION LIMITED.
COMPUTER SHOP HUTT VALLEY LIMITED.
COMPUTERS 4U LIMITED.
COMPUTERS N THINGS LIMITED.
CONCOURS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
CONCRETECRAFT 2007 LIMITED.
CONDOR RENTAL LIMITED.
CONFINED LIMITED.
CONSISTON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CONLOCH LIMITED.
CONNECT BODY CORPORATE LIMITED.
CONNOLLY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
CONQUAR LIMITED.
CONSORTIA LIMITED.
CONSTRUCT CIVIL LIMITED.
CONSTRUCT CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
CONSTRUCTION & EARTHMoving EQUIPMENT 2011 LIMITED.
CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING LIMITED.
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MANAGEMENT (CPM ) CONSULTING LIMITED.
CONTAINER GARDENS LIMITED.
CONTAINER HIRE HAMILTON LIMITED.
CONTEMPO CLEAN LIMITED.
CONTENT ANGELS LIMITED.
CONTESSA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CONTRACARD LIMITED.
CONTRACTS PLUMBING LIMITED.
CONTROLSOFT LIMITED.
CONVEYOR AND MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
COOK ISLANDS FINANCE LIMITED.
COOLCROP (NELSON) TRUSTEES LIMITED.
COOROY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
COPY CAT SERVICE CENTRE LIMITED.
CORIOLIS IMPACT LIMITED.
CORNTHWAITE DESIGN LIMITED.
CORNWALL PARK BISTRO LIMITED.
CORONA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CORPORATE GROUP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
CORPORATE GROUP PROPERTIES INVESTMENT LIMITED.
CORPORATE PAINTERS NZ LIMITED.
CORPORATE PROTECTION AND SECURITY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
CORSICA FOODS LIMITED.
CORTELL CORPORATION LIMITED.
COSGROVE PRICE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
COSMETIC AFFAIR LIMITED.
COTTERALL FARM LIMITED.
COUNTRY HOMES NZ LIMITED.
COUNTRY KITCHEN NZ LIMITED.
COUNTRYHOUSE HOSPITALITY NZ LIMITED.
COUNTRYWIDE MORTGAGE SECURITIES LIMITED.
COURTNEY AND BRIANA LIMITED.
COVER COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
COVETED NZ LIMITED.
COWLICK COMPANY LIMITED.
COXHEAD CONTRAX LIMITED.
COYOTI CONSULTING LIMITED.
CRAB INDEPENDENT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CRADOCK ESTATE LIMITED.
CRAFT PROJECTS LIMITED.
CRAIG MARTIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CRAIG W GREY LIMITED.
CRAIG’S CARPENTRY & JOINERY SERVICES LIMITED.
CRAIG’S KITCHEN LIMITED.
CRANE TRUCKS CANTERBURY LIMITED.
CRATES INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CRAZY CHIC LIMITED.
CRAZY MONDAY SCRAPBOOKING KITS LIMITED.
CRAZYCARS IMPORT AND EXPORTS LIMITED.
CREATIVE CONTRACTORS NZ LIMITED.
CREATIVE DENTISTRY LIMITED.
CREATIVE KIWI COLLECTIONS 2004 LIMITED.
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS WAIHEKE LIMITED.
CREATIVE WEB ART LIMITED.
CREATIVE WORKS LIMITED.
CREATIVESPACE HOMES LIMITED.
CREDIT NZ TRADING LIMITED.
CREE8 PAINTERS LIMITED.
CREEK GRANGE ACE LIMITED.
CREERUN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CREIGHTON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CREX TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CRF PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
CRIOLLO LIMITED.
CROFSKEY ENGINEERING LIMITED.
CRONOS PAYMENTS LIMITED.
CROSBY SERVICES LIMITED.
CROWN & ANCHOR PUTARURU LIMITED.
CROWN AUTO SERVICES LIMITED.
CROWN AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
CROWNZ LIMITED.
CROWOTHERED HOUSE LIMITED.
CRTA LIMITED.
CRUISEVILLE LIMITED.
CRUMP RENTAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CS TRUSTEES 205 LIMITED.
CSIR LIMITED.
CT CONTRACTING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CT LOGISTICS GLOBAL SOLUTION LIMITED.
CTR CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
CUISINE CAPERS LIMITED.
CULINARY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CULT GROUP LIMITED.
CUMING BEAUTY LIMITED.
CUNNINGHAM PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
CURE IT LIMITED.
CURRY VILLAGE LIMITED.
CUSHION COLLECTIVE LIMITED.
CUSHLA HANLEY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CUSHMAN CREATIVE LIMITED.
CUST PAINTING LIMITED.
CUSTOM VITAMINS LIMITED.
CUT PRICE KITCHEN & BATHROOM LIMITED.
CUTS ON KUEEN LIMITED.
CUTTING CREW ACADEMY LIMITED.
DCF LIMITED.
DCW LIMITED.
DD DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
DE&DO GROUP LIMITED.
DEALZ LIMITED.
DEANS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
DEBORAH MEIKLE LIMITED.
DECKING LIMITED.
DEDWOOD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DEEJAY DESIGN LIMITED.
DEEPAM TRADING LIMITED.
DEIDRE STEYN CONSULTING LIMITED.
DEJE LIMITED.
DELAWARE BAY WATER SUPPLY COMPANY LIMITED.
DELORAINE CATTERY LIMITED.
DELTA PROJECTS 2000 LIMITED.
DENMED LIMITED.
DENTAL IT NZ LIMITED.
DENTICARE LIMITED.
DERNDINGLE LAQC LIMITED.
DERRINGER LEASING COMPANY LIMITED.
DERVON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DE’SEN LIMITED.
DESIGNBASE DUNEDIN LIMITED.
DESIGNED TO IMPRESS LIMITED.
DESIGNER BASKETS & GIFT SHOPPE LIMITED.
DESMOND CAMPBELL CONTRACTING LIMITED.
DETAIL PLUS NZ LIMITED.
DEVCOM LIMITED.
DEVIATION LIMITED.
DEVINE DWELLING LIMITED.
DEW-OH PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
DEWPOINT MEDIA LIMITED.
DEXTECH LIMITED.
DEZARTZ LIMITED.
DG & GM LIMITED.
DG ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DGAS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
DH MARKETING LIMITED.
DHAND ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
DHILLON INCORPORATION LIMITED.
DHILLON MOWERS LIMITED.
DI FINANCE LIMITED.
DIABLO MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
DIAL-A-CAB AUCK NZ LIMITED.
DIANE AND OWEN MCLEOD LIMITED.
DIESEL PERFORMANCE SOLUTIONS NORTH LIMITED.
DIESELGAS SALES LIMITED.
DIGGERSNZ DEMOLITION LIMITED.
DIGITAL DETAILS LIMITED.
DIGITAL DISTRESS LIMITED.
DIMATE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DINERO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DINOLKA LIMITED.
DIPAK FABRICATION LIMITED.
DIPTON FARMS LIMITED.
DIRECTNET LIMITED.
DISCOUNT BRAKE AND CLUTCH LIMITED.
DISCOUNT CAMBELT SERVICES LIMITED.
DISEASE CONTROL NZ LIMITED.
DIVER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DIVINE HOMES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
DIVINE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DIXON STREET ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DIY SIGNS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.  
DJ BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.  
DJ INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.  
DJ SOUNDWAVE LIMITED.  
DJP GROUP LIMITED.  
DK GROUP INVESTING LIMITED.  
DKA PROPERTY LIMITED.  
DMB ENTERPRISES LIMITED.  
DMJ GLOBAL LIMITED.  
DMK ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED.  
DMP INVESTMENTS LIMITED.  
DMS 2007 INVESTMENT LIMITED.  
DMT DAIRIES LIMITED.  
DNA HOLDINGS 1995 LIMITED.  
DNA INTERIORS LIMITED.  
DNT SIMPLY CUTZ LIMITED.  
DOC ELECTRICAL LIMITED.  
DOCTOR DICK LIMITED.  
DOCTOR ELVIRA BELIAK LIMITED.  
DODSON GROUP LIMITED.  
DOERS LIMITED.  
DOES MATTER INVESTMENT LIMITED.  
DOG COTTAGE LIMITED.  
DOGMA VETERINARY LIMITED.  
DOG-TAIL JOINERY, LIMITED.  
DOHERTY & BELL LIMITED.  
DOIT VENTURES LIMITED.  
DOLAMORE CONTRACTING LIMITED.  
DOLPHIN SHOWERS & BATHROOMS LIMITED.  
DOME QUEENSTOWN LIMITED.  
DOMINION CERTIFIED ENGINEERING LIMITED.  
DOMINION PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.  
DOMOPRENEUR LIMITED.  
DONALD F. ION LIMITED.  
DONE BY HAND BUILDERS LIMITED.  
DONNELLY SOFTWARE TEST CONSULTING LIMITED.  
DONSAN LIMITED.  
DOOR TO DOOR SERVICES LIMITED.  
DOUBLE A CONTRACTING LIMITED.  
DOUBLE REID LIMITED.  
DOVETAIL RENTALS LIMITED.  
DOWD SPORT LIMITED.  
DOWNES FINANCE LIMITED.  
DOWNING STRATEGIC LIMITED.  
DP MONSTER GAMES LIMITED.  
DPK LIMITED.  
DR GARY BACK LIMITED.  
DR SIMON MEECH LIMITED.  
DR WALKER LIMITED.  
DRAGON SALES LIMITED.  
DRAMATIC DISPLAYS LIMITED.  
DRAWBRIDGE HOME ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.  
DRE INVESTMENT LIMITED.  
DREAM CHOICES LIMITED.  
DREAM DESIGN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.  
DREAM HOME FURNITURE LIMITED.  
DREAMHOME DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.  
DREAMLAND ABROAD STUDY LIMITED.  
DREAMZ HOSPITALITY NZ LIMITED.  
DRESDEN LIMITED.  
DRESS-UPS LIMITED.  
DRINK RED GLOBAL LIMITED.  
DRIVER ASSESSMENT SERVICE LIMITED.  
DRIVER IN CONTROL (D.I.C.) LIMITED.
DRS CONTRACTING LIMITED.
DRUGEX LIMITED.
DRUMSTAR (NZ) LIMITED.
DRY CACTUS LIMITED.
DSA MECHANICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
DSL LOGISTICS LIMITED.
DSS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
DT HIRE LIMITED.
DTEC DEVELOPERS LIMITED.
DT ENTERPRISES (2012) LIMITED.
DU BRAY & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
DUFFADARS LIMITED.
DUGGAN PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
DUNCAN CONSULTING SERVICES NZ LIMITED.
DUNDALK LIMITED.
DUNEDIN CAR COMPANY LIMITED.
DUNNETT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DUNROWIE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DUNSCI COFE SOPRANOS LIMITED.
DUNSTAN PEAKS LIMITED.
DURABLE HOMES NZ LIMITED.
DUTHCO TRUSTEES NO. 22 LIMITED.
DUTT & DUTT DO UPS LIMITED.
DUTT FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DUX DRAINAGE LIMITED.
DUX INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
D'VIA SPORT HORSES LIMITED.
DW CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
DW RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
DWELL CONCEPTS LIMITED.
DWMED INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DYNAMECH TRUSTEE LIMITED.
DYNAMIC COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
DYNAMO DESIGN LIMITED.
E & L AUGUST LIMITED.
E AND T HEKE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
E BREWER & SONS LIMITED.
E J Y GROUP LIMITED.
E MAORI NZ LIMITED.
E N HUTCHINSON LIMITED.
E NEW ZONE LIMITED.
E O B SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
E S DAIRY 2008 LIMITED.
E S H ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
E&G TRADING LIMITED.
E&H SERVICES LIMITED.
E.M ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED.
E26 BERTH LIMITED.
EA BULSTRA LIMITED.
EAGLE ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
EAGLE NETWORK LIMITED.
EAGLE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EAGLELIZE LIMITED.
EALE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
EAMES LONDON LIMITED.
EARL & NICHOLSON LIMITED.
EARTHWORK SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EASI KITCHENS LIMITED.
EAST SEA (NZ) LIMITED.
EAST TAMAKI NO. 58 LIMITED.
EAST TRADING INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EAST WELLINGTON TATTOOS LIMITED.
EASTBOURNE LIMITED.
EASTEND PROPERTIES LIMITED.
EASTERN AGENCIES LIMITED.
EASTERN BAY CONCRETE (2003) LIMITED.
EASTERN BAY OSTEOPATHS LIMITED.
EASTERN BAY RESIDENTIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
EASTERN KNIGHT LIMITED.
EASTERN MARGIN PETROLEUM LIMITED.
EASTERN PACIFIC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
EASTLAND OIL DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
EASTON PROPERTY GROUP LIMITED.
EASY BABY LIMITED.
EASY BATHROOMS LIMITED.
EASY LIGHTING LIMITED.
EASY TAX REFUNDS LIMITED.
EASYDOCS LIMITED.
EASYSEND LIMITED.
EAT CLEAN LIMITED.
EATON FASHIONS LIMITED.
EB & RE COOPER LIMITED.
EB PROCESSORS LIMITED.
EBS TRANSPORT & COMPANY LIMITED.
EBUZZ LIMITED.
ECO DESSERT LIMITED.
ECLIPSE SPORT LIMITED.
ECO BUILDING CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
ECO CLEAN DIRECT LIMITED.
ECO H2O LIMITED.
ECO MOTORS LIMITED.
ECO SOLAR SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ECOBABY LIMITED.
ECOBLAST LIMITED.
ECOEXPO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
E-COMM GROUP LIMITED.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
ECOSAVE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
ECOSYSTM ADVISORY LIMITED.
ECOVAC LIMITED.
EDEN CBD LIMITED.
EDEN PASTRY NZ LIMITED.
EDEV-AGRI LIMITED.
EDEX EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 2011 LIMITED.
EDGE I.T. SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EDGECOMBE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EDITEK LIMITED.
EDUCATE LIMITED.
EDW ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
EDWARDS & HARDY (DUNEDIN) LIMITED.
EDWARDS BUILDERS LIMITED.
EDWARDS PAINTERS LIMITED.
EDWIN TRADING LIMITED.
EESHA JOSHI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EG SQUARE LIMITED.
E-GO TRADING LIMITED.
EGRET LIMITED.
EH ADMIN LIMITED.
EIGHT BALL ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
EIGHT HOURS LIMITED.
EIGHT JAMES COOK LIMITED.
EIGHTY TWENTY REAL FOOD LIMITED.
EJAYE PROPERTY LIMITED.
EKCB CONSULTING LIMITED.
EKHOLAB LIMITED.
EL SHADDAI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ELAM STREET PROPERTY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ELE LIMITED.
ELECTRIC LAUNDRY REPAIR COMPANY (1988) LIMITED.
ELECTRO SECURITY AND AUTOMATION LIMITED.
ELECTRODRIVE NZ LIMITED.
ELEGANT DELIGHTS LIMITED.
ELEMENTAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ELEVATION DESIGN LIMITED.
ELGAR REFINING & ELECTRICAL CO LIMITED.
ELITE ACCOUNTS MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ELITE CARS LIMITED.
ELITE DOG SQUAD LIMITED.
ELITE DROIDS LIMITED.
ELITE EDUCATION AND TOURISM LIMITED.
ELLEN JAMES HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ELLIES PARADIGM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ELLING LIMITED.
ELMSLY FARMING LIMITED.
EL-SHADDAI TESTING CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
ELSTREE PHARMACY LIMITED.
ELTHAM AUTO SERVICE CENTRE LIMITED.
ELTHAM AUTOMOTIVE CENTRE LIMITED.
ELVIN LEE LIMITED.
EMERALD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
EMERALD MAXEL TRUSTEE LIMITED.
EMGO LIMITED.
EMINENT PROFESSIONALS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
EMMALOU LIMITED.
EMMANUEL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
EMPHASIS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
EMPIRE FIRE PROTECTION LIMITED.
EMPLOYMENT, MEDIATION AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION LIMITED.
EMPOWER TRADING LIMITED.
EMPOWERED ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
ENDURANCE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ENERGO LIMITED.
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM LIMITED.
ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEMS AUCKLAND LIMITED.
ENERGY SHIELD LIMITED.
ENERGY TRAIN LIMITED.
ENGALWAYS LIMITED.
ENGINEERING NELSON CONSORTIUM LIMITED.
ENTRY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ENVIRO WASTEWATER 2015 LIMITED.
ENVIROFUEL NZ 2015 LIMITED.
ENVIROFUME NORTH LIMITED.
ENVIRONMENTAL ENERGY COMMISSION LIMITED.
ENVIROSHOP LIMITED.
ENVIROSYS NZ LIMITED.
EOS DUNEDIN LIMITED.
EOS INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
EOZ NOMINEES LIMITED.
EP MASTER PLASTER LIMITED.
EPHRAIM GLOBAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EPHRAIM TRUSTEE LIMITED.
EPLANET CORPORATION LIMITED.
EQTNZ 2014 LIMITED.
EQUINE EDITION LIMITED.
EQUITABLE FINANCE LIMITED.
EQUUS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
ERECK SCAFFOLDING LIMITED.
E-RETAIL SOLUTIONS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
ERGONICS LIMITED.
ERISTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ERPRO LIMITED.
ESKDALE FREIGHT LIMITED.
ESO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
ESO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ESSEL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
ESSEN PUBLISHING LIMITED.
ESSENTIAL EDUCATIONAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ESSENTIAL PRODUCTS LIMITED.
ETERNITY PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ETHOS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EUDEMIONA LIMITED.
EURO CHEAP PANEL AND PAINT LIMITED.
EURO TATTOO & PIERCING STUDIO LIMITED.
EUROPEAN KITCHENS LIMITED.
EVENT HORIZON (NZ) LIMITED.
EVENTRO LIMITED.
EVERESCO LIMITED.
EVERSHINE NEW ZEALAND TRADING LIMITED.
EVERTISE LIMITED.
EVGENIS TRADINGS LIMITED.
EVO BUILD LIMITED.
EVOLUTION GSM PHONES LIMITED.
EVOLVE ONLINE LIMITED.
EWP SALES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
EX NIHILO SERVICES LIMITED.
EXALT SYSTEMS LIMITED.
EXCISE CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
EXOTIC INTERIORS LIMITED.
EXPERIENCE LIMITED.
EXPERT NUTRITION LIMITED.
EXPLORE TASMAN LIMITED.
EXPOSED TOURISM LIMITED.
EXPRESS MERCHANT SERVICES LIMITED.
EXPRESS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
EXTERIOR COATINGS LIMITED.
EXTRA ROOM COMPANY LIMITED.
EYE ON FOCUS LIMITED.
EYE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EYESONTOUR LIMITED.
EZKIEL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EZKIEL LIMITED.
EZI CLEAN TGA LIMITED.
EZI LIGHTING LIMITED.
EZY TYRES LIMITED.
EZYCLEAN HB LIMITED.
EZYMOVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
F & H TRADING LIMITED.
F C MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
F D MCAULEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
F M J LIMITED.
F4FIXING LIMITED.
FABER CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
FABER DENTAL LIMITED.
FACET PROPERTY LIMITED.
FAINT 2008 LIMITED.
FAIR SERVICES LIMITED.
FAITH FARM ESTATE LIMITED.
FAITHFUL BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
FALCON TRAINING LIMITED.
FALLEN APPLE LIMITED.
FANTAIL (2009) LIMITED.
FANTAIL FUNDRAISING LIMITED.
FAR NORTH PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
FAREWELL SPIT TOURS LIMITED.
FARM ADVISORS NZ LIMITED.
FARM ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED.
FRANKTON TYRE SERVICES LIMITED.
FRANZ JOSEF HOLIDAY HOME LIMITED.
FRECKLE DESIGN LIMITED.
FREDDY SNOOZIM LIMITED.
FREEDOM 2004 LIMITED.
FREEMANS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FREIGHT MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
FRENZ ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
FRESHSERVICE LIMITED.
FRIENDLY MANAGER LIMITED.
FRISBEE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FRONT OFFICE SUPPORT SERVICES LIMITED.
FRONTIER LIMITED.
FRONTIERGEAR LIMITED.
FROST FREE LIMITED.
FROZEN EXPRESS DEVONPORT LIMITED.
FRYGERS NZ LIMITED.
FSJB FAMILY TRUST TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
FTSP SERVICES LIMITED.
FU HAO CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
FU HUA ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
FU HUI LIMITED.
FULBROOK TRUST LIMITED.
FULCRUM GROUP LIMITED.
FULCRUM INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
FULL THROTTLE LIMITED.
FUN SIZE LIMITED.
FUNKY DO LIMITED.
FURNISH NZ LIMITED.
FURNITURE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
FURSAN ROSS LIMITED.
FUSION BUILDERS LIMITED.
FUTURE PACIFIC CARE AND SECURITY SERVICES LIMITED.
FUTURE PLAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FUTURES EDUCATION LIMITED.
FUTURESPEC SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
FYFFES TRANSPORT LIMITED.
G & D PROPERTIES 2006 LIMITED.
G & E RENTAL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
G & J CASE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
G & T AUTO’S LIMITED.
G AND L HOTEL LIMITED.
G AND ME LIMITED.
G J DONKIN LIMITED.
G J MANAIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
G J SMITH LIMITED.
G L JOHNSTON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
G LI INVESTMENT LIMITED.
G M E PROPERTIES LIMITED.
G S AND J J INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
G T PROJECTS LIMITED.
G UNIT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
G&C AUCKLAND GROUP LIMITED.
G.R. SKINNER LIMITED.
GA & SE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GALBRAITH CONTRACTING LIMITED.
GALEN IT HEALTH GROUP LIMITED.
GALLIPOLI LIMITED.
GANDHI PVT. LIMITED.
GANAMANI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GAP RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
GAPP PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GARDEN GRAPHICS PRINTING LIMITED.
GARDEN OF EDEN LANDSCAPING LIMITED.
GARDEN TERRA LIMITED.
GARDENWORKS CENTRAL OTAGO LIMITED.
GARDINEA 2007 LIMITED.
GARLAND 5 LIMITED.
GARRITY CONTRACTING LIMITED.
GAS ACTION SERVICES LIMITED.
GAS NZ LIMITED.
GAS PAUANUI LIMITED.
GASKIN SURGICAL LIMITED.
GATE BAR ENTERTAINMENTS LIMITED.
GATEAUX CIEL LIMITED.
GAUDI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
GAURI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GAY TOURISM NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
GBB AGENCY LIMITED.
GBS LIMITED.
GBYS & CO. LIMITED.
GDSC LIMITED.
GDZJ (TRANS-PACIFIC) CO., LIMITED.
GEARCLUB LIMITED.
GEARD LIMITED.
GEETA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GEG ADVISORS LIMITED.
GELLATLY LIMITED.
GEMBRA LIMITED.
GEMINI GIANTS LIMITED.
GENERAL MAT COMPANY LIMITED.
GENERATION FLEX LIMITED.
GENERATION NEXT YOUTH LIMITED.
GENESIS LIGHTING LIMITED.
GENESIS PARTNERSHIP LIMITED.
GENESIS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
GEOFF COOK CONTRACTING LIMITED.
GEOFF KENNY CARS LIMITED.
GEORGE STANKOVICH CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
GET AHEAD TRAINING LIMITED.
GET IT THERE COURIERS LIMITED.
GET MASSIVE LIMITED.
GET SMART BUILDING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
GEYSERLAND BEARINGS LIMITED.
GFMC TRUSTEE LIMITED.
GFS INVEST LIMITED.
GFS PROPERTY LIMITED.
GG PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GGH HORT LIMITED.
GGL LIMITED.
GGS TRADERS NZ LIMITED.
GHAG LIMITED.
GHP INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GHQ LIMITED.
GIANT LOGGING LIMITED.
GIB WOOD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GIBBY PROPERTY LIMITED.
GIBSON CALDERWOOD TRUST LIMITED.
GIDORA LIMITED.
GIFTS TO YOU LIMITED.
GILBAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GILBERT TRUSTEE COMPANY NO 1 LIMITED.
GILL PIZZA LIMITED.
GILNOCKIE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GISBORNE METALWORKS LIMITED.
GISBORNE PERFECT ROAST LIMITED.
GJNZ LIMITED.
GKAMAL LIMITED.
GLACIER NATURAL LIMITED.
GLAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GLEAM WATERBLASTING LIMITED.
GLEN EDEN PANELBEATERS 2012 LIMITED.
GLENACH LIMITED.
GLENARA HORTICULTURAL SERVICES LIMITED.
GLENARM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GLENCHT NOMINEES LIMITED.
GLENFIELD AUTO CENTRE 2015 PRIVATE LIMITED.
GLENSTRAE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GLENTRRESS NOMINEES LIMITED.
GLENWAY LIMITED.
GLIDE NZ LIMITED.
GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
GLOBAL CORPORATE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GLOBAL EDUCATION CONSORTIUM LIMITED.
GLOBAL EDUCATION PARTNERS LIMITED.
GLOBAL GROWTH CORPORATION LIMITED.
GLOBAL HOLDINGS GROUP LIMITED.
GLOBAL INFINITY ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
GLOBAL MACHINE TOOLS LIMITED.
GLOBAL MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTORS (NZ) LIMITED.
GLOBAL NEW E-SERVICES LIMITED.
GLOBAL SKY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
GLOBAL TRADING LIMITED.
GLOVIS MEDIA GROUP LIMITED.
GM CHARTERS LIMITED.
GMAC GLOBAL LIMITED.
GMANZ LABOUR HIRE LIMITED.
GMCF2 LIMITED.
GMS CONSULTING LIMITED.
GN GLOB IT LIMITED.
GNAW INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GO 4 IT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GO FORWARD MARKETING LIMITED.
GO PRIVATE REAL ESTATE SERVICES LIMITED.
GO WAIHEKE LIMITED.
GOAL HOMES LIMITED.
GOCREATIVE LIMITED.
GODCO VACUUMS LIMITED.
GODDARD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GODFREY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GOEDHART LIMITED.
GOKINDY LIMITED.
GOLD BRICKS LIMITED.
GOLD KITCHENS LIMITED.
GOLDBIT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GOLDEN BEACHLANDS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GOLDEN CHAMPION LIMITED.
GOLDEN FLEECE SHEEPSKIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED.
GOLDEN FOX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
GOLDEN GATE SERVICES LIMITED.
GOLDEN MERINO LIMITED.
GOLDEN MISSION TRUSTEE LIMITED.
GOLDEN STONE LIMITED.
GOLDIE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
GOLDIE LEIGH LIMITED.
GOLDSTONE INTERNATIONAL GROUP LIMITED.
GOLF ADDICT LIMITED.
GOOD AS YOU LIMITED.
GOOD BOYS STUDIOS LIMITED.
GOOD PARTNERS HEALTHCARE SERVICES LIMITED.
GOOD PARTNERS HOME CARE AND NURSING SERVICES LIMITED.
GOOD SLEEP LIMITED.
GOOD STUFF ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GOOD2GO LIMITED.
GOODEARL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GOODMORNING GLOBAL LIMITED.
GOODNATURE LIMITED.
GOODRICK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GOSS LINGERIE LIMITED.
GOTTA DANCE CENTRE LIMITED.
GOUNDERS TRANSPORTS LIMITED.
GOURMET CHRISTMAS DINNER COMPANY LIMITED.
GOVAL TRADE LIMITED.
GOVORKO ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
GOYA FASHIONS LIMITED.
GP HOSES LIMITED.
GPK TAKAPUNA LIMITED.
GPS LEARNING SOLUTION LIMITED.
GR & GM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GRAB TAXIS LIMITED.
GRACE ROAD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GRACE ROAD MEDIA LIMITED.
GRACE TRADERS NZ LIMITED.
GRACEFIELD INVESTMENTS (HUTT) LIMITED.
GRACIA MAISON LIMITED.
GRAHAM BREWER SIMICH ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
GRAMMAR ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
GRAMMAR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GRAND CRU WINE CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
GRAND IDEAS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
GRAND PEAK DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
GRANDIES LIMITED.
GRANDVILLE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
GRANGE PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
GRANT FINLAY PAINTERS & DECORATORS LIMITED.
GRANTLEIGH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GRAPHA WEST LIMITED.
GRAPHIC WRAP LIMITED.
GRAVILAS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GRAYCO KAIKOURA LIMITED.
GRAZCO LIMITED.
GREAT IDEAS LIMITED.
GREAT OPTIONS LIMITED.
GREAT RIVER HILL INVESTMENT LIMITED.
GREAT START EDUCARE LIMITED.
GREATFUEL LIMITED.
GREATWRD LIMITED.
GREEN ACRES RESOURCES LIMITED.
GREEN BAY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
GREEN BAY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GREEN BUILD AND DESIGN LIMITED.
GREEN CARBON LIMITED.
GREEN DAYS LIMITED.
GREEN DOT CREATIVE LIMITED.
GREEN FIELDS DEVELOPMENTS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
GREEN FRUIT & VEG LIMITED.
GREEN INVESTMENT HOUSE LIMITED.
GREEN OCEAN CO., LIMITED.
GREEN SHED LIMITED.
GREENAY LIMITED.
GREENLAND 21 LIMITED.
GREENPATH BIOACTIVES LIMITED.
GREENS GLOBAL HOLDING LIMITED.
GREG NEWBOLD LIMITED.
GREY HOSTS LIMITED.
GREY POWER MOTOR SPORT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
GRiffin DENTAL LIMITED.
GROK RENTALS LIMITED.
GROSVENOR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GROUND CONTROL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE AND GARDENING SERVICES LIMITED.
GROUND FORCE LIMITED.
GROUND UP LANDSCAPE GARDENING LIMITED.
GROUNDSWELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GROVE FARM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GRPL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
GRS GLOBAL LIMITED.
GSM NELSON LIMITED.
GU & HOU INVESTMENT LIMITED.
GUDSELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GUIDE DOG SERVICES LIMITED.
GUise LIMITED.
GULF ISLAND CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
GULF RAIDER CHARTER FISHING LIMITED.
GUM TREE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GUMBOOT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GUNNH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GUNNROAD STORAGE LIMITED.
GURLEEN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GURNAAZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GUROO LIMITED.
GURPREET ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GURU DESIGN & PRINT LIMITED.
GURU GOBIND HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GVC TRUSTEES LIMITED.
GW COMPUTER SALES & SERVICES LIMITED.
GYL LIMITED.
GYLISON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
GYS LIMITED.
GYW TRUSTEES (BRENDON HODGE) LIMITED.
GYW TRUSTEES (MORRIS) LIMITED.
GYW TRUSTEES (REEVE) LIMITED.
H & C TRADING LIMITED.
H & J HUGHES TRUSTEES LIMITED.
H & K FLETT LIMITED.
H AND D HOMES LIMITED.
H AND E TRADING LIMITED.
H J FARMS LIMITED.
H YANG AND S XIA LIMITED.
H&H FIXERS LIMITED.
H&H SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
H. M. BURT JOINERY LIMITED.
H.R HADDOCK & SONS LIMITED.
H2N LIMITED.
HABIT BREAKERS (NZ) LIMITED.
HABITAT CYCLES LIMITED.
HABITAT HOMES AND DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
Hackett THOROUGHBRED SERVICES LIMITED.
HACKMAN NORTH AMERICA LIMITED.
HADZA LIMITED.
HAH DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
HAIR NOW LIMITED.
HAIRYS CARTAGE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
HAL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HALMOON FOOD LIMITED.
HALKLAND PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HALL & SONS LIMITED.
HALOZ TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HALSTEAD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HAMILTON PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HANDS DOWN APPS LIMITED.
HANDYWON SERVICES LIMITED.
HANK & IRENE TRAVELLERS SERVICES LIMITED.
HANSEN MINING LIMITED.
HANSEN ROAD LIMITED.
HAPPY ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
HAPPY TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
HAPPY WEDDING LIMITED.
HARBEC LIMITED.
HARBOUR CITY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
HARBOUR CONCRETE PUMPS LIMITED.
HARCOURT HOLDINGS (2004) LIMITED.
HARDCORE FLOORS AND FOUNDATIONS LIMITED.
HARLEY RIDGE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HARLSTON EXPORTS LIMITED.
HARMADELL LIMITED.
HARONGA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HARPERS LOVATT LIMITED.
HARRIS ROAD HAULAGE LIMITED.
HARRY'S LUNCH BAR 2013 LIMITED.
HASLAM CONTRACTING LIMITED.
HASSAN BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED.
HASSANS PRODUCE & SPICE LIMITED.
HASSI LIMITED.
HATTREK RIVERBOAT COMPANY (1908) LIMITED.
HAUMIA EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTRE LIMITED.
HAUTEVILLE LIMITED.
HAVE HERE LIMITED.
HAVELOCK NOMINEES LIMITED.
HAVELOCK RENTAL SHEDS LIMITED.
HAVEN TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
HAWERA AUTO COURT LIMITED.
HAWK HILLS LIMITED.
HAWKEN AG & FINANCIAL LIMITED.
HAWKEN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HAWKES BAY AVIATION CENTRE AND MUSEUM LIMITED.
HAWKES BAY HOLISTIC VET CARE LIMITED.
HAWKEYE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
HAWKINS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HAWKINS RIVER CONTRACTING LIMITED.
HAWKSBURY FORESTS LIMITED.
HAYDEN BROOK LIMITED.
HAYSHAM ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
HAYTON FARM LIMITED.
HAYWOOD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HAZARDS EDUCATION LIMITED.
HAZEL PENTON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HB HONEYLANDS LIMITED.
HBRA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HCKM PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HEADLANDS TRUST LIMITED.
HEADLIGHT FILMS LIMITED.
HEADUNIT NZ LIMITED.
HEALTH 2 GO LIMITED.
HEALTH CHOICE PRODUCTS LIMITED.
HEALTH TRADE LIMITED.
HEALTHGATES LIMITED.
HEALTHY FOR LIFE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HEALTHY HOME WOF LIMITED.
HEALTHY KITCHEN CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED.
HEAR ONLY ME LIMITED.
HEART NOTE SOY CANDLES LIMITED.
HEARTY HIVE LIMITED.
HEATH & AYESHA INVESTMENT LIMITED.
HEAVENLY KINGDOM LIMITED.
HEBDEN CONSULTING LIMITED.
HEBE DESIGNER BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
HEDGEHOG PLANTS LIMITED.
HEDGEROWS HYDROPONIC LIMITED.
HEF INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HEFF DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
HEI HEI MOTORS LIMITED.
HEIDI'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
HEIEN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HEJS CONSULTING LIMITED.
HELEN DICKENSON PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
HELIOS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HELP AT HOME LIMITED.
HELP MY DOG LIMITED.
HELSINGOR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HEMISH TRADERS LIMITED.
HENDERSOHN PRINT SHOP LIMITED.
HENDERSOHN ROAD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HENDERSOHN ROAD PANEL AND PAINT (2015) LIMITED.
HENDY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
HENNAH & STEELE LIMITED.
HENNESSEY PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HEPOZDEN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HERCULES HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HERONS RIDGE ESTATE LIMITED.
HEWCO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HEWETT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HEWITTS CHELO HIRE LIMITED.
HG CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HG SMITHERAM'S BUILDING LIMITED.
H-G TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
HI QUAL DOORS & STAIRS 2009 LIMITED.
HIBISCUS POWDERCOATING LIMITED.
HIDDEN GOLD LIMITED.
HIDDEN PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
HIETBRINK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HIGGINSON CONSORTIUM LIMITED.
HIGH FASHION LIMITED.
HIGH GLOSS SYSTEMS LIMITED.
HIGH POINT PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
HIGH SOURCERY SOFTWARE LIMITED.
HIGHFIELD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HIGHLANDER WAIKATO LIMITED.
HIGSTED LIMITED.
HIGHVIEW STANDARDBRED LIMITED.
HIGHVIEW STUD ACADEMY LIMITED.
HIGHWOOD GROUP LIMITED.
HIGHWOOD GROUP PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HIKUROA AGRICULTURAL SERVICES LIMITED.
HILLHOUSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HILLVIEW TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
HINAU FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
HIRE A ELECTRICIAN NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HIRE A PAINTER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HIRE A PLUMBER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HIRESTOR LIMITED.
HIT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
HITESH N DEO LIMITED.
HIVE OF ACTIVITY LIMITED.
HJ KANG CO. LIMITED.
HJ TAX LIMITED.
HJC EQUITIES LIMITED.
HJK 2015 LIMITED.
HLC APARTMENTS COMPANY LIMITED.
HLP LIMITED.
HMB TESTING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
HMU LIMITED.
HOBEN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOBSONVILLE POINT REALTY LIMITED.
HODGSON REAL ESTATE LIMITED.
HOEBERGEN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HOFEX INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HOGG FAMILY BUILDING TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
HOKOWHITU DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
HOLIDAY RD PROPERTY LIMITED.
HOLISTIC MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HOM HOUSES LIMITED.
HOME BUILDERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HOME CARE EXPERTS LIMITED.
HOME COMFORTS PET CARE SERVICE LIMITED.
HOME CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
HOME-MASTER LIMITED.
HOMEFlicks LIMITED.
HomerTON (RAINBOW BRIDGE) TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HONEST CLEANING SERVICE LIMITED.
HONG DA GROUP LIMITED.
HONG FAMILY LIMITED.
HONGLE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HOP REVOLUTION LIMITED.
HOPAI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HOPE AND FUTURE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOPE OF THE NATIONS TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
HOPETOUN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOPSCOTCH KIDS LIMITED.
HOPSON BUILDING LIMITED.
HOPU CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
HORIZON AIR LOGISTICS LIMITED.
HORNBY CONTRACTING LIMITED.
HORNET AERIAL LIMITED.
HORSE HOUSE MEDIA LIMITED.
HORSErITE LIMITED.
HORSES INC LIMITED.
HORSHAM TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HOSKINS & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
HOSPITALITY PLUS 2013 LIMITED.
HOT PYJAMA PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
HOT ROCKS VENTURES LIMITED.
HOT SHOT MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
HOT SOURCE MEDIA LIMITED.
HOT SUN PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
HOW 2 TRAVEL LIMITED.
HOWARD RIGGS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HOWIE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOWLEY ASSETS LIMITED.
HPC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HQ GROUP LIMITED.
HSK ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HS-MOND LIMITED.
HSZC LIMITED.
HTOH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HUA CHEN COMMERCE & TRADE LIMITED.
HUA FAMILY LIMITED.
HUANG TAONGA TUKU IHO LIMITED.
HUATING NOVA LIMITED.
HUADING NOVA LIMITED.
Hudson CATERING LIMITED.
HUEY SURF LIMITED.
HUGHES EDGE PROTECTION LIMITED.
HUGHES MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HUGNELLY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HUIA GORDON TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HUIARAU HOMES LIMITED.
HUMBOLT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HUMBOLT LIMITED.
HUMMING FIT LIMITED.
HUNTERBERRY LIMITED.
HUTCHESON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HUTOR OKAIHAU LIMITED.
HUTT BAGELS LIMITED.
HUTT MOTOR INN 2006 LIMITED.
HUTT PANELBEATERS LIMITED.
HUTT VALLEY AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED.
HUXSTON INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
HWANHEE LIMITED.
HYBRID BMS LIMITED.
HYDRATE PLUMBING LIMITED.
HYNDMAN TAYLOR ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
HYOUN'S LIMITED.
I TECH WORLD LIMITED.
I TRUSTEE LIMITED.
I&G FORTUNE LIMITED.
I.A.P INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
IAAM LIMITED.
INACCOUNTING & MORTGAGE LIMITED.
IBASE BIZ-APPS LIMITED.
IBC COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
IBRAHIM PROPERTIES LIMITED.
IBT GROUP LIMITED.
ICE CONSULTING SERVICES LIMITED.
ICE INSULATION LIMITED.
ICE LIMITED.
ICEBERG COACHING LIMITED.
ICHOR LIMITED.
ICON DENTAL WORKS LIMITED.
ICON INTERNATIONAL NZ LIMITED.
ICS ENGINEERING LIMITED.
ICT SWAT TEAM (NZ) LIMITED.
IDEAFUL LIMITED.
IDEAL HOME CONSULTING LIMITED.
IDEAS NZ MULTIMEDIA LIMITED.
IDENTITY DANCE COMPANY LIMITED.
IDJ TRANSPORT LIMITED.
IESTYN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
IF NOT NOW LIMITED.
IFIELD LIMITED.
IFRESH LIMITED.
IGASFIT LIMITED.
IGK CAPITAL LIMITED.
IGNITION AUTOSPORT LIMITED.
IGROUP LIMITED.
IHAIA INITIATIVES LIMITED.
ILLUMINATE BY DESIGN LIMITED.
ILOVE2TRI LIMITED.
IMAGE FARMS LIMITED.
IMAGE OVERSEAS GROUP LIMITED.
IMAGE VAULT 2007 LIMITED.
IMAGES HAIR CLINICS 2011 LIMITED.
IMAGIN CARE SERVICES LIMITED.
IMAGINE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
IMALL BRANDS LIMITED.
IMANA CREATIONZ LIMITED.
IMBA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
IMED FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
IMMANUEL CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
IMOTORS NZ LIMITED.
IMPACT CYCLES LIMITED.
IMPALA 59 LIMITED.
IMPEYS HARDWARE & TIMBER LIMITED.
IMP] TRUSTEES LIMITED.
IMSHALLAH LIMITED.
IN GOOD COMPANY LIMITED.
IN REEL LIFE LIMITED.
INB PROPERTIES LIMITED.
INC. SPOT NZ LIMITED.
IN-COGNITO VOCAL ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
INCREDIBLE GADGETS LIMITED.
INDEPENDENT FACILITATORS LIMITED.
INDEPENDENT FREIGHTLINES LIMITED.
INDEPENDENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
INDIA BUGGY NZ LIMITED.
INDIAN HERITAGE LIMITED.
INDIANZ TOURS, TRAVEL, EVENTS & HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
INDO KIWI INVESTMENT LIMITED.
INDO KIWI ORGANICS LIMITED.
INDOCHINE PROPERTY LIMITED.
INDOI LIMITED.
INDOKIWI TRADERS LIMITED.
INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTORS (WHAKATANE) LIMITED.
INDUSTRIAL SUPAWELD NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
INDUSTRIOUS BUILDINGS LIMITED.
INDUSTRIOUS LABOUR SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
INFINITY 356 LIMITED.
INFINITY WORLDWIDE LIMITED.
INFLECTED CLOTHING LIMITED.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR SCHOOLS LIMITED.
INNA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
INNER CITY FARMERS LIMITED.
INNOVA LIVING LIMITED.
INNOVA PROPERTY LIMITED.
INNOVATION IT NZ LIMITED.
INSIGHT DESIGN LIMITED.
INSIGHT SPORT LIMITED.
INSOURCING SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
INSPECTION & TESTING SERVICES (2006) LIMITED.
INSPIRED LANDSCAPES LIMITED.
INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES LIMITED.
INSULATION EXPERT LIMITED.
INTEGRAL TRADES LIMITED.
INTEGRASELL LIMITED.
INTEGRATED SOURCE LIMITED.
INTEGRITY FEEDS LIMITED.
INTELLICIG NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
INTERACT EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
INTERACTION POINT LIMITED.
INTERIOR SPACE LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION CONSULTANCY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCE LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL PROPERTIES INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL RCYH NZ LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL RETAIL BRANDS LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
INTERQUARTZ (N.Z.) LIMITED.
INTERTRUCK DISTRIBUTORS (SOUTH) LIMITED.
INTERTWINED CONSULTING LIMITED.
INVENSYS PROCESS SYSTEMS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
INVESTCOM LIMITED.
INVESTMENT FIRST LIMITED.
INVESTMENTS R US LIMITED.
INVICTUS PROPERTIES ALPHA LIMITED.
INZ INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
INZONE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
INZONE LIMITED.
IPS UNICYCLE LIMITED.
IP Sus LIMITED.
IRONMONGERS LIMITED.
IRS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
IRVING & CO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ISAY LIMITED.
ISHTAR CARS LIMITED.
ISLAND ACCOMMODATION LIMITED.
ISLAND BAY MASSAGE LIMITED.
ISLAND STYLE CUISINE LIMITED.
IT CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
IT OUTSOURCING LIMITED.
ITD LIMITED.
I-TEL COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
ITINC LIMITED.
ITOWING NZ LIMITED.
IVORY REAL ESTATE LIMITED.
IVY AGENCY LIMITED.
IWATA NZ LIMITED.
IXIAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
J & D EARTHMOVING LIMITED.
J & G FUTURES LIMITED.
J & M FISHER LIMITED.
J & M SARTEN TRUSTEE LIMITED.
J & R VAN KEKEM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
J & S INTERIOR SYSTEMS LIMITED.
J A FORREST LIMITED.
J A ROACHE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
J AND W CATERING LIMITED.
J BAJWA LIMITED.
J C HOMES LIMITED.
J C MACKENZIE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
J D ENTERPRISES (2008) LIMITED.
J DIRECT NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
J DOBBS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
J G PROPERTY LIMITED.
J H VENTURES LIMITED.
J MACK BUILDERS LIMITED.
J R ENGINEERING LIMITED.
J S CLEANING LIMITED.
J S T INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
J T SALES LIMITED.
J T SPORTS LIMITED.
J & B DOUGLAS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
J & T DECORATION AND MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
J.B. ANDERSONS FAMILY TRUST MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
J.MA BUILDERS LIMITED.
J.P.S BAJWA LIMITED.
J.R DIVING LIMITED.
J.T.J PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JAB LIMITED.
JABA DESIGN LIMITED.
JACKEY TRADITIONAL MASSAGE LIMITED.
JACKMIT LI LIMITED.
JACKSON BOWMAN LIMITED.
JACOM LIMITED.
JACYNTHA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
JADE TRUSTEE (LIM GHEC) LIMITED.
JAGENDAR SINGH & SONS LIMITED.
JAGS SHOES LIMITED.
JAKE COCKS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JAKE OLESEN MOTORSPORT LIMITED.
JALANA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JALFON & GULLAND PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
JALNA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JAMARA LIMITED.
JAMBELOT LIMITED.
JAMES COX CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
JAMES NIELSON CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
JAMES TURNBULL ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
JAMIE AUTO AND MACHINERY LIMITED.
JAMIESON FOUNDATIONS LIMITED.
JAMUNA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JANITOR SERVICES LIMITED.
JANSKY LIMITED.
JANWEST LIMITED.
JAPANESE CUISINE KAPPA LIMITED.
JAQUIERY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JARRAT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JASON BENNETT BUILDERS LIMITED.
JASON HELMS CONSULTING (2006) LIMITED.
JASSAL BROS ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
JAVA VIDEO LIMITED.
JAVAR LIMITED.
JAX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
JAY SERVICE LIMITED.
JAZZY COM LIMITED.
JB EURO LIMITED.
JB REROOFING AND BUILDING LIMITED.
JBK CONTRACTORS NZ LIMITED.
JC 2014 LIMITED.
JC INVESTMENT CONSULTING LIMITED.
JCW HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JD KL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JDC PROPERTY LIMITED.
JE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JEET & MEET BROTHERS LIMITED.
JEET IMPORTS & EXPORTS LIMITED.
JEFF & MARIE LIMITED.
JEM TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
JENGA TRADERS LIMITED.
JEPPE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JEPSEN LIMITED.
JERRY SHORN MARKETING LIMITED.
JESLER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JESSAM LIMITED.
JESSIE STREET LIMITED.
JEWEL REAL ESTATE LIMITED.
JF & RG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JPEG INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JFP CONSULTING LIMITED.
JH WYLIE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JHC ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JHD NZ LIMITED.
JHT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JIALAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
JIAN DA LIMITED.
JIBO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JIE CUI TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
JIGSAW ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
JIGSAW PROCESS OPTIMISATION SERVICES LIMITED.
JIGZO FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
JIM & JULES LIMITED.
JIM BELT CREATIVE LIMITED.
JIM TREVEKT MOTORS LIMITED.
JIN DING HOMES LIMITED.
JJF RENTALS LIMITED.
JK CONVEYANCERS LIMITED.
JKV LIMITED.
JL & AJ WORTHINGTON LIMITED.
JL PERRY NOMINEES LIMITED.
JLG INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JM CLEANERS LIMITED.
JMB GUARDIANS LIMITED.
JMKML LIMITED.
J'N A INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
J'N A PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JNR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JOBY BARHAM AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
JOCelyn ANDERSONS FAMILY TRUST MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
JODEAL PROPERTY LIMITED.
JOHN BAYLISS & CO. LIMITED.
JOHN FAMILY TRUST LIMITED.
JOHN FINDON LANDSCAPING LIMITED.
JOHN HOGG PHARMACY LIMITED.
JOHN MACKAY (URBAN STRATEGY) LIMITED.
JOHN NICHOLSON PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
JOHN STEVENS HOMES LIMITED.
JOHNru HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JOHNtonFARMS (2003) LIMITED.
JOLL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JONES FAMILY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
JOPPIT LIMITED.
JORCOB LIMITED.
JORDAN DALE DESIGN LIMITED.
JOSHI CORDIAL LIMITED.
JOSHUA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JOURNEY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JP7 LIMITED.
JRNENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JRS&CO LIMITED.
JS BEAUTY & HEALTH LIMITED.
JSAC LIMITED.
JSP TRADING LIMITED.
JT BLUES LIMITED.
JTL TRADING LIMITED.
JTP FARMS LIMITED.
JTR (NZ) LIMITED.
JT'S BAR & GRILL LIMITED.
JUBILEE IMPORTS LIMITED.
JUDCAM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JUDD FARMS LIMITED.
JUDI SLANKARD MIDWIFE LIMITED.
JUJUBA FINGER FOODS AND TREATS LIMITED.
JULIE WARREN AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
JUNYI RENOVATIONS LIMITED.
JUST 4 THE MCKEEMANS LIMITED.
JUST BACHIN LIMITED.
JUST BOOK IT LIMITED.
JUST BRAKES LIMITED.
JUST CAKE IT LIMITED.
JUST HONEY LIMITED.
JUST PAYROLL LIMITED.
JUST REBUILD COMMERCIAL LIMITED.
KIE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KIM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
KKVENTURES LIMITED.
KLAUS HOLDING LIMITED.
KLEINSTAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KLIMZ PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KLONE LIMITED.
KLUB NGARU LIMITED.
KMEC FERRYMEAD LIMITED.
KNIPE & SPORK LIMITED.
KNIGHT RIDER BUS SERVICES LIMITED.
KNIGHTLINE PLUMBING AND GAS LIMITED.
KNOCK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KNOCKHALL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KNOWLES BROTHERS BAKERIES LIMITED.
KNS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES LIMITED.
KNZFD5 LIMITED.
KOB LIMITED.
KOFOD MOTION & DESIGN LIMITED.
KOHAEC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KOHLE'S PVT LIMITED.
KOHAURU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KONSULT LIMITED.
KOLTEK LIMITED.
KOREAN PERFORMING ARTS COMPANY LIMITED.
KORINGA SYSTEMS LIMITED.
KOROKIPO LIMITED.
KOROKIPO LIMITED.
KOTARE VISTA LIMITED.
KOWHAI LAND COMPANY LIMITED.
KOWHAI TRUSTEE LIMITED.
KP CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
KPFFB INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KPI LIMITED.
KRAON SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
KRENEK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KRISTANI LIMITED.
KRISTOL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
KRISTOL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KRUZE LIMITED.
K'S FOODMART LIMITED.
KSG WAIHEKE CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
KUDA EMAS TRADING CO LIMITED.
KUMERA CONSULTING LIMITED.
KUMEU COURIER LIMITED.
KUMEU STEMROSES LIMITED.
KUMMERSTEIN LIMITED.
KUNG FU KITCHEN LIMITED.
KUPE PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
KUZAC LIMITED.
KW PARKINSON TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
L & M HOUSING PARTNERS LIMITED.
L A B S LIMITED.
L A TRANSPORT LIMITED.
L J O HOLDINGS LIMITED.
L L DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
L N FINE GIFTS SHOP LIMITED.
L V RENTALS LIMITED.
L. D. A. LIMITED.
L.J. HOLDINGS LIMITED.
L.Y INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
LA BELLE TOI MEME (THE BEAUTIFUL YOU) LIMITED.
LA MAIN LIMITED.
LA MEXICANA LIMITED.
LA RIVE AKAROA LIMITED.
LAB 5 SPECIAL EVENTS LIMITED.
LABELMAKERS (AUSTRALASIA) LIMITED.
LACEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LACONIA LIMITED.
LADY LEE LIMITED.
LAING DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
LAKE EDGE NOMAD LIMITED.
LAKE VIEW VALLEY FARMS LIMITED.
LAKE WANAKA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LAKEFLATS LIMITED.
LAL FAITH PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LAMASON LIMITED.
LAMINGTON DESIGN LIMITED.
LAMMERMOOR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LANDA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
LANDBANK NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
LANDLORD ASSIST LIMITED.
LANDMARK LANDSCAPING LIMITED.
LANDSCAPE4U LIMITED.
LANGUAGE OF LOVE LIMITED.
LAOS LIMITED.
LAPIS 2 PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LAPTOP BATTERY NZ LIMITED.
LARDAN LIMITED.
LARK EVENTS LIMITED.
LAROBBY LIMITED.
LAST GARDEN BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
LAST TAPES THEATRE COMPANY LIMITED.
LASTING CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED.
LASTRADA NZ LIMITED.
LATER ON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LATERAL LINE LIMITED.
LATERAL NETWORKS LIMITED.
LATIMER NOMINEES LIMITED.
LATITUDE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
LATONA STUD LIMITED.
LAUNCH DISTRIBUTE LIMITED.
LAUNIE TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
LAVAL LIMITED.
LAVU NZ LIMITED.
LAW AND LEGAL LIMITED.
LAWRENCE RESOLUTION SERVICES LIMITED.
LAZY US LIMITED.
LC PACIFIC DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
LCT CONTRACTING LIMITED.
LCWIFT LIMITED.
LD DRAUGHTING LIMITED.
LE CLUB D’ENTREPRISE LIMITED.
LE PETIT MAISON LIMITED.
LEA HEATING SERVICES LIMITED.
LEA INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
LEAD2SEE LIMITED.
LEAF YEH LIMITED.
LEAN GROWTH GUY LIMITED.
LEANTHINKER CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
LEAPFROG NZ LIMITED.
LEARNING FOR ALL LIMITED.
LEBELLAND COLLECTIVE LIMITED.
LED ME PLUS LIMITED.
LEDA CONSULTING LIMITED.
LEDBIZ SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
LEE IMPORTS LIMITED.
LEE WHITEMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LEEKUO TRUST CO LIMITED.
LEE’S STONE LIMITED.
LEGEND SOFTWARE LIMITED.
LEIGH MOTORS & SERVICE STATION LIMITED.
LEISURE RESORTS (AUSTRALASIA) LIMITED.
LEJA LIMITED.
LEMON & LEMON LIMITED.
LEMON FACE LIMITED.
LENDIT LIMITED.
LEO GOH ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
LEO INVESTMENTS 2015 LIMITED.
LEOLIGHT LIMITED.
LEOLIGHT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
lero HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LES HOLDEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LES QUATRE MURS LIMITED.
LET ME LET LIMITED.
LEVER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LEVER PROPERTY LIMITED.
LEVIN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
LEVONIA STREET INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LEWIS AUTOMATION LIMITED.
LEWIS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
LEYDON ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
LEYLINES PROJECTS LIMITED.
LFG LIMITED.
LG DECORATORS LIMITED.
LIBERTINE LIMITED.
LICENSEPAK (2007) LIMITED.
LIFE IN BALANCE (2005) LIMITED.
LIFE IN DESIGN LIMITED.
LIFE IN STYLE LIMITED.
LIFENET LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE DESIGN LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE NZA LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE REAL ESTATE LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE WARDROBES LIMITED.
LIFESTYLES UNLIMITED. LIMITED.
LIFETIME HEALTH MASSAGE LIMITED.
LIGHT STRUCTURES LIMITED.
LIGHTING EXPRESS LIMITED.
LIGHT-TECH LIMITED.
LIL NIPPERS LIMITED.
LIL RIPPER ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LILY LIGHTING LIMITED.
LILYPAD COMPANY LIMITED.
LIME TREE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LIMITLESS HOMES LIMITED.
LIMITLESS INTERIOR PLASTERING LIMITED.
LIMITLESS KAFFEINE LIMITED.
LIMONA TRADING LIMITED.
LIN & SUN LIMITED.
LINDA GUAN INVESTMENT LIMITED.
LINDNER LIMITED.
LINE OUT AUDIO LIMITED.
LINEARTEC LIMITED.
LINEN2GO LIMITED.
LINGARD ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
LINGO NZ LIMITED.
LINKAGE TRADING LIMITED.
LIONZ LIMITED.
LIQUOR KING CO LIMITED.
LISAR ENGINEERING (NZ) LIMITED.
LISKA PRODUCTS LIMITED.
LISTFREE LIMITED.
LITTLE BADGER & CO LIMITED.
LITTLE BIG CLOTHING LIMITED.
LITTLE BIG IDEAS LIMITED.
LITTLE BIG KIWI LIMITED.
LITTLE DOG INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LITTLE FERNS EDUCATION LIMITED.
LITTLE FROG NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
LITTLE Hoot PARTIES LIMITED.
LITTLE INDIA (TAURANGA) LIMITED.
LITTLE JOHN'S PROPERTY COMPANY LIMITED.
LITTLE PARIS LIMITED.
LITTLE POSH KIDS LIMITED.
LIU'S TRUSTEES LIMITED.
LIVE IN LEVIN LIMITED.
LIVE LIGHT PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
LIVING NATURALLY NZ LIMITED.
LIZAID LIMITED.
LIZROSE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LJ ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LJ PROSPER INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
LKvJ LIMITED.
LKW LIMITED.
LLOYD ROBINSON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LM PRIME LIMITED.
LMC 2003 LIMITED.
LMC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LMHARCHITECTS LIMITED.
LMT LIMITED.
LNJ CLEANING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
LOAM TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
LOCATESTATE LIMITED.
LOCH INVESTMENTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
LOCKDOWN LIMITED.
LOCKENHAUSEN HOOFENFLOOF LIMITED.
LOCKERUP LIMITED.
LOCKEY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
LOLA BLUE IMPORTS LIMITED.
LOLOS CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
LOMAC HIRE LIMITED.
LONE ROCK FARM LIMITED.
LONE TREE ORGANICS LIMITED.
LONG BAY GROUP (2015) LIMITED.
LONGITUDE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LONGLEY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LONGSPUR LIVESTOCK LIMITED.
LONGVIEW CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
LORNE EQUITY LIMITED.
LOSS ADJUSTING AND PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
LOT 7 LIMITED.
LOTUS 2015 LIMITED.
LOUIJOE KINGSLAND LIMITED.
LOUTH FARM LIMITED.
LOV VODKA LIMITED.
LOVE AND SPICE LIMITED.
LOVE BUILT LIMITED.
LOVEBUY EXPORT LIMITED.
LOWCOST HOLDING LIMITED.
LOWER HUTT HOLIDAY SHOPPE LIMITED.
LS HEALTH LIMITED.
LS ORGANIC LIMITED.
LTV SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
LTZ BUILDERS LIMITED.
LUAN ZHIDA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
LUBE IT LIMITED.
LUCICH LIMITED.
LUGGATE IRRIGATION COMPANY LIMITED.
LUKE LIMITED.
LUMINARY NZ LIMITED.
LU’S TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
LUVE IT DIGITAL ART LIMITED.
LUX LIGHTING LIMITED.
LUXURY & MEMORIAL TRAVEL LIMITED.
LUXURY HOUSEBOATS LIMITED.
LUXURY SPORTS LIMITED.
LY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
LYCO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LYN CLEANING LIMITED.
LYNWOOD ROAD RENTALS LIMITED.
LYTTON WEST DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
LZ & ZL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
LZ WATER SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
M & J COLLETT AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
M & J HOBSON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
M & J TOFT LIMITED.
M & M PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
M & S NAIDU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
M & V ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
M & V HOSKIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
M A W LIMITED.
M AND S KRISHNA TRANSPORT LIMITED.
M D BUILDERS (2006) LIMITED.
M FOLD LIMITED.
M K D LIMITED.
M T INVESTMENTS ( N Z ) LIMITED.
M&C FIRST STEP INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
M&E CADDISEIGN LIMITED.
M & N AHMAD TRANSPORT LIMITED.
M. & P. INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
M.A. EGDEEN LIMITED.
M.C. & G.R. RUDDLE LIMITED.
M.D. LEE LIMITED.
M.J. BROWN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
M.S. & P.K. MANN LIMITED.
M.T. HURIA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
M2B2B LIMITED.
M 3VP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
M 4 ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
M8S LIMITED.
MA LIMITED.
MAAZ TRADING LIMITED.
MABUHAY FARM LIMITED.
M A CALLAN LIMITED.
MACBETH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MACCA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MACE AGRITECH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MACGregor Independent Trustee Limited.
MACK BRETT LIMITED.
MACKAY REVELL STREET LIMITED.
MACKIE WALSH LIMITED.
M ACMILLAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MACO 1870 LIMITED.
MACPO LIMITED.
MACRO DESIGN OFFICE LIMITED.
MADAD LIMITED.
MADE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MAGDALENE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MAGGIE JANE LIMITED.
MAGGIES INTERIORS 2009 LIMITED.
MAGNET PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
MAGNUM COMMERCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
MAGPIE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MAHARAJ INVESTMENTS 2003 LIMITED.
MAHINUI DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MAID4COMMERCIAL LIMITED.
MAINCARE LIMITED.
MAINLY TWO DOLLARS (2014) LIMITED.
MAINMAN MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
MAINTAIN TRACTION LIMITED.
MAISON CARPETS LIMITED.
MAJA’S MIDWIFERY SERVICES LIMITED.
MAKAKAHO FOREST LIMITED.
MAKALU LIMITED.
MAKE IT SNOW LIMITED.
MAKEUP FOR LESS LIMITED.
MAKURU ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MAKYA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MALI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MALKAWI ENTERPRISE (NZ) LIMITED.
MALLORY XAVIER LIMITED.
MAMAKU GARAGE (2008) LIMITED.
MAN OF ALL TRADES LIMITED.
MAN YUAN RESTAURANT LIMITED.
MANA MARINE BROKERS LIMITED.
MANA PROPERTY & PINES LIMITED.
MANAGE PROTECT LIMITED.
MANAKAU ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
MANAKAU GLADE HOTEL LIMITED.
MANAMEN CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
MANATAIAO EVENTS MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MANAWATU IMMIGRATION SERVICES LIMITED.
MANAWATU MEDICAL LIMITED.
MANAWATU PRINT 1967 LIMITED.
MANBILAS LIMITED.
MANGATARATA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MANGAWHAI LEASING LIMITED.
MANGERE BRIDGE VILLAGE PHARMACY LIMITED.
MANGERE BULK SEA FOODS LIMITED.
MANGOREI ENGINEERING LIMITED.
MANIDA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MANNMADE LIMITED.
MANTRA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MANU PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MANUKAU KANUKA FINANCE LIMITED.
MANUKAU AUTOMOTIVE & TYRES LIMITED.
MANUKAU ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MANUKAU LIVESTOCK TRANSPORT LIMITED.
MANUKAU PANEL PAINT AND AUTO REPAIRS LIMITED.
MAORI MULTI-MEDIA LIMITED.
MAPPS NZ 2003 LIMITED.
MARAMARUA BEEF LIMITED.
MARART LIMITED.
MARK BISHELL LIMITED.
MARK TATHAM BUILDING COMPANY LIMITED.
MARK TAYLOR CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MARKETINGEDGE REALTY LIMITED.
MARKS TRUCK STOP MOTEL LIMITED.
MARLBOROUGH BEDS (BED MAKERS) LIMITED.
MARLBOROUGH REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MARLINZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MARQUIS DESIGN LIMITED.
MARQUIS PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MARRIK FAMILY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MARS HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
MARS DEN CONCRETE (NZ) LIMITED.
MARTI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MARTINI AUTO ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
MARTON CABS 2013 LIMITED.
MARUA AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
MAS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MASON IT LIMITED.
MASSI VENTURES LIMITED.
MAST MEDIA LIMITED.
MASTERS INC. LIMITED.
MASTHEAD STUDIO LIMITED.
MASU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MAT HUGHES HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MAT PAGE CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
MAT‘TACK’ANA EQUESTRIAN BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
MATAI TRADING CO. LIMITED.
MATAMATA SPORTS & APPAREL LIMITED.
MATAURA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MATCHPOINT 2012 LIMITED.
MATE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MATERNAL TOUCH LIMITED.
MATES IN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
MATES IN NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MATHESON AGRI SERVICES LIMITED.
MATHIEU RADIO LIMITED.
MATRIX NO. 4 LIMITED.
MATT WALTER ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
MATT.MAN LIMITED.
MATTHEWS CIVIL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MAURICE MATTHEWS & CO LIMITED.
MAVERICK WORKS LIMITED.
MAWSON BUILDING LIMITED.
MAX RADIANT PROFESSIONAL PAINTERS LIMITED.
MAX TRADING LIMITED.
MAXECAM LIMITED.
MAXI MOODLE LIMITED.
MAXICLEAN LIMITED.
MAXWELL AUTO SERVICES LIMITED.
MAYBURN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MBP CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
MC & CF WHEELER LIMITED.
MC & D TODD LIMITED.
MC 2 INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MC COOL LIMITED.
MCB HOMES LIMITED.
MCCULLOUGH FAMILY 2008 LIMITED.
MCCULLOUGH FAMILY LIMITED.
MCDONNELL FARMS LIMITED.
MCGEE ST PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MCH BUILDERS LIMITED.
MCHARDY BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED.
MCKEE SECURE STORAGE LIMITED.
MCKINLEY TRAINING SERVICES LIMITED.
MCKINNEY CONSULTING LIMITED.
MCKINNEY RETAIL (PUKEKOHE) LIMITED.
MCLAREN RESIDENTIAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MCLEAN MCMONAGLE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MCINDEN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MCLoughlin DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
MCM TRUST MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MCMURRAY WILSON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MCSTAYS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
MD & B COLLINS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MDH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MDH PROPERTY LIMITED.
MDT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ME FARMS LIMITED.
ME N DAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ME2YOU LIMITED.
MEACLEM TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MEASURED LIMITED.
MEASURITE CORPORATION LIMITED.
MECCA VULCAN CAFE LIMITED.
MEDIA INTERACTIVE LIMITED.
MEDICAL DIRECTORIES LIMITED.
MEDWAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MEERKAT LIMITED.
MEET U AT THE CORNER LIMITED.
MEGA REALTY LIMITED.
MEGHRAJ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MEGUMI BEAUTY LIMITED.
MEIDE BUILDING SUPPLIES LIMITED.
MELLENS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MELLOW THAI CUISINE LIMITED.
MELLYPOP LINGERIE LIMITED.
MELTON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MELWYN INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
MEMENTO PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
MERC TRADING LIMITED.
MERCURY BAY HEALTH CENTRE LIMITED.
MEREDITH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MERETI LIMITED.
MERI LIMITED.
MERLIN LIMITED.
MERLIN MOTORS LIMITED.
MERLIN POWER SYSTEMS LIMITED.
MERV BLAKE BUILDERS LIMITED.
METAL HEAD RENTALS LIMITED.
METANATION LIMITED.
MEYCOV NOMINEES LIMITED.
MEYPLACE DISTRIBUTORS 2007 LIMITED.
MFS PLUMBING LIMITED.
MG BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
MH & BC COMPANY LIMITED.
MH PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
MIA CUCINA LIMITED.
MIB INTERNATIONAL (NZ) PTY LIMITED.
MIBRAN LIMITED.
MICANN PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MICHAEL ANAND & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
MICHAEL KEATING MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MICHAELJOHN JEWELLERY LIMITED.
MICHELANGELO WINDOW CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
MICRO AVIATION (N.Z.) LIMITED.
MICROBUD LIMITED.
MICROPROCESSOR-DESIGN LIMITED.
MIDDLE EARTH BREWERY LIMITED.
MIDSCAFF SYSTEMS LIMITED.
MIDWEST CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
MIGHTY GRIP NZ LIMITED.
MIGHTY SCOOP ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MIKA CONSULTING LIMITED.
MIKAD PLANS LIMITED.
MILA-BALANCE LIMITED.
MILAN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MILES WELDING LIMITED.
MILFORD PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
MILHOUSE INVESTMENTS NO. 2 LIMITED.
MILKACHICK LIMITED.
MILLCROFT PARK NURSERIES LIMITED.
MILLENNIUM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MILLER BRADLEY TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
MILLER MARKETING LIMITED.
MILLER ROAD BOUTIQUE CANDLES LIMITED.
MILLS CONSULTING LIMITED.
MILN LIMITED.
MILROB CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MILTON ANDREWS LIMITED.
MILTON LIMITED.
MIND DESIGN LIMITED.
MINDLE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MING & NAN LIMITED.
MINGMEI TRADE LIMITED.
MINI MADNESS LIMITED.
MINNIE AND JESSIE LIMITED.
MINT CAFE LIMITED.
MINT FISH LIMITED.
MINTY MAC MARKETING LIMITED.
MIRANDA STATION LIMITED.
MIRAPOD TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MIRROR LIMITED.
MISS AKAROA LIMITED.
MISSION CONCEPTUAL AGENCY LIMITED.
MIST INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MISTARI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MISTY RIVER CAFE (2014) LIMITED.
MISTY RIVER CAFE LIMITED.
MITCHELL MEDIA LIMITED.
MITCHELL MINING LIMITED.
MIXOLOGY LIMITED.
MIXPORT GROUP LIMITED.
MJ BRAIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MJM SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
MK JERSEY FARMS LIMITED.
MK MAHI LIMITED.
MK RETAIL LIMITED.
MK TIBBLE CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
MKOD CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
MMR CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
MOANUI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MOBILE LIFE LIMITED.
MOBILE MUMMY LIMITED.
MOBILE POOL SERVICES LIMITED.
MOBILE SQUARED LIMITED.
MODA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MODERN EARTH LIMITED.
MOEROURU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MOGANS HOMES LIMITED.
MOGAN’S INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MOJITO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MOKO DIGITAL LIMITED.
MOLESWORTH DIRECT NZ LIMITED.
MOM COMPANY LIMITED.
MOMENTS PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
MON PALAIS LIMITED.
MONDO ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MONETA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MONETA LIMITED.
MONISE LIMITED.
MONKEY BIZZO LIMITED.
MONSTER GRAPHICS 2014 LIMITED.
MONTANA FURNITURE LIMITED.
MONTREAUX LIMITED.
MONTY’S INVESTMENT COMPANY 2015 LIMITED.
MOO MOO FARMS LIMITED.
MOOLOO STOCKCRATES LIMITED.
MOONEY SOFTWARE AND TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
MOONLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
MOORINGS NORTHLAND (2009) LIMITED.
MORAY RENFREW TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MORDON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MORE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MORRIS HEDGE TRIMMING LIMITED.
MORRISON INTERNATIONAL LINEAGE LIMITED.
MOSELLE AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
MOSS ROCARD & SMITH CHEMISTS LIMITED.
MOTO ASYLUM INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
MOTORCITY LIMITED.
MOTORING NETWORK LIMITED.
MOUNT ALBERT AQUATICS LIMITED.
MOUNT FORTUNE LIMITED.
MOUNTAIN EDGE SURVEY LIMITED.
MOUNTAIN HIGH HELICOPTERS LIMITED.
MOUNTIE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MOUNTVIEW INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MOVIE MAYHEM LIMITED.
MOZART 2001 LIMITED.
MP & JC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MPC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MPI INVESTIGATIONS LIMITED.
MPS ASSET LIMITED.
MR & SON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MR FUEL STOP LIMITED.
MR PERFECT CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
MR PRICE LIMITED.
MR RILEY LIMITED.
MR TWOJAYS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MRB LIMITED.
MRC GROUP LIMITED.
MS PROPERTY RENTALS LIMITED.
MSE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MT ACHILLES TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MT SOMERS RETREATS LIMITED.
MT UPTON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MT WELLINGTON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MTB ADVENTURES LIMITED.
MTFX HOLDINGS LIMITED.
M-TOP EDUCATION LIMITED.
MUCKY DUCK LIMITED.
MUD, SWEAT & FEARS LIMITED.
MUDCLOUD FILMS LIMITED.
MUDFORD CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
MUDROCK RETAIL LIMITED.
MUIR ASPARAGUS LIMITED.
MUKUND & PRIYANKA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MULPHA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MUM’S PRINCESS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MUMS THE WORD LIMITED.
MUMS THE WORD PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
MURCHISON PAINT BALL LIMITED.
MURDOCH MOTORSPORT LIMITED.
MURDOCH VENTURES LIMITED.
MURUHIKU TECH SERVICES LIMITED.
MURRAY CAMERON LIMITED.
MURRAY FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MURTON TAVAI TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MUSCHAMP HOLDINGS NZ LIMITED.
MUSEUM HOTEL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MUSHROOM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MUSSEL PRODUCTS LIMITED.
MUTLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MUYA NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MUZCOM LIMITED.
MVC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MVSOLUTIONS LIMITED.
MW CRAFTS LIMITED.
MY 3D BABY LIMITED.
MY FISHING GUIDE LIMITED.
MY ME LIMITED.
MY TECH SPOT LIMITED.
MYACCOUNTANT.CO.NZ LIMITED.
MYBIZ2 LIMITED.
MYGLAW INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MYLES FAMILY TRUST LIMITED.
MYMOVE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
M-YOU TRADE LIMITED.
MYPod LIMITED.
MYRTLE SPRING LIMITED.
MYSTICNZ LIMITED.
MYSTIQUE TRADING (2014) LIMITED.
N & J DORRIAN LIMITED.
N & T PROPERTIES LIMITED.
N DOBBS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
N J CROOK MEDICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
N.A CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
N.C. SYLVIA LIMITED.
N.E.S.T.S. LIMITED.
N.ROBERTSON LIMITED.
N.S.B. INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
N.T.F. HOLDINGS LIMITED.
N6 EIP NOMINEES LIMITED.
NB188BH LIMITED.
NADDRAMA NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NAGS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NAIDU’S ALARM SERVICES LIMITED.
NAKI TROUT AND FARMS LIMITED.
NAMARAH LIMITED.
NAMARI TRUST LIMITED.
NAMATA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NAN & MING LIMITED.
NANIZZA LIMITED.
NAPIER MOTOR RACING CLUB LIMITED.
NAPPY IMPORTS LIMITED.
NARTZ LIMITED.
NARY TRADING LIMITED.
NASHCON LIMITED.
NAT MILLER ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
NATADA PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
NATALIE FISHING LIMITED.
NATIONAL CAR PARTS LIMITED.
NATIONAL HAUORA COALITION LIMITED.
NATIVE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NATURAL BLESSING CO. LIMITED.
NATURAL CANDLE MAKING SUPPLIES LIMITED.
NATURAL HERBS RESEARCH (NZ) LIMITED.
NATURALLY NUTTY LIMITED.
NATURE SPA BEAUTY LIMITED.
NATURE ZONE BEAUTY THERAPY LIMITED.
NAUMANN EDUCATIONAL BIZ LIMITED.
NAV & LIN NZ LIMITED.
NAVIGATION ISLANDS TRADING NZ LIMITED.
NCP HOLDINGS 2015 LIMITED.
ND PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NEAWOOD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NEC BOYD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NEEDS TRADING LIMITED.
NEELA UKA PATEL LIMITED.
NEGOCIO LIMITED.
NEHEMIAH INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
NELLIS LIMITED.
NELSON GOURMET LIMITED.
NEWEEL DRILL AND BLAST LIMITED.
NEMO J&J LIMITED.
NET ADVANTAGE LIMITED.
NETDOR TRUSTEE LIMITED.
NETHERTON FARM PARK LIMITED.
NETLOGIC LIMITED.
NETTTECH CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
NETTI & GEE LIMITED.
NETWORK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NETWORK VENTURE CAPITAL LIMITED.
NEVANA 2013 LIMITED.
NEVER EVER LIMITED.
NEW ANGLE SOUND LIMITED.
NEW ARRIVALS LIMITED.
NEW ASIA WELLINGTON LIMITED.
NEW COAST NEW ZEALAND INVESTMENT & CONSULTING LIMITED.
NEW ERA NZ HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NEW HOPE NUTRITION LIMITED.
NEW KIMBER LIMITED.
NEW LAND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
NEW ORIENTAL RESTAURENT LIMITED.
NEW OUTLET LIMITED.
NEW START COMPANY LIMITED.
NEW TYRES LIMITED.
NEW WAY EDUCATION GROUP LIMITED.
NEW WORLD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND AIR AND WATER (NORTH SHORE) LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND ANUTRIC-SIMIBABY INFANT FOODSTEC LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND AVIATION COLLEGE (ARDMORE) LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND DELIVERS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND HALAL FOOD LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND HEIGHT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND HERUN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND HIRE GROUP LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND IMMI SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND IN A BOX LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND JIU JITSU LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND MUSIC CENTRE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND NATURAL EELS COMPANY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND NATURAL FP LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND OMNI BIOTECH LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND ORGANIC & NATURAL LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PACIFIC BLUE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PRODUCT PROMOTION CENTRE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SHUI XIN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SKILLS EXPORT LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SOLAR SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND TENNIS ACADEMY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND TOWING LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND TRADING AND CONSULTING LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND TRIATHLETE MAGAZINE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND VEHICLE CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND WEB COMPANY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND-CHINA EXCHANGE CENTER LIMITED.
NEWAU MEDIA LIMITED.
NEWBORN PUBLICATION PROPRIETARY LIMITED.
NEWHOME CO., LIMITED.
NEWLOVE SIGNS LIMITED.
NEWMARKET INTERNATIONAL MOTOR INN LIMITED.
NEWPORT CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
NEWSPAPERS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
NEWSTAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NEWTECH INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
NEWZELAND BUY LIMITED.
NEXT PAYMENTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NGA PUTANGA LIMITED.
NGAHIRAKA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
NGAMATAPOURI FOREST LIMITED.
NGARUAWAHIA.COM LIMITED.
NI SECURITIES LIMITED.
NICE ICE LIMITED.
NICHOLSON-BURR LIMITED.
NICK & JAMIE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NICO NICO CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
NIFTY NATIVES LIMITED.
NIGHT OPS LIMITED.
NIK PARKIN BUILDING LIMITED.
NIKAU COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
NIKNAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NINEKU RENTALS LIMITED.
NINETY MILE LIMITED.
NING HUA LIMITED.
NINGBO MINGCHENG INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LIMITED.
NIRVANA AYURVEDIC MASSAGE WELLNESS CENTRE LIMITED.
NISHIKI ELLIOTT ST LIMITED.
NITRO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NIVARNA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NJ RATBAG LIMITED.
NL HEALTH LIMITED.
NML INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NO LIMITS FITNESS & APPAREL LIMITED.
NO PAPER, NO SIGNATURE, NO HASSLE LIMITED.
NO REGRETZ LIMITED.
NOAH’S ARK PAINTING LTD
NOB DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
NOCHEM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NOEL’S TIMEPIECES LIMITED.
NOGGIN FILMS LIMITED.
NOLLAND VISIONS LIMITED.
NOME & NACE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
NOMIS INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
NOOSA CONSULTING LIMITED.
NOOSPHERE RENOVATION LIMITED.
NORA BROTHERS LIMITED.
NORADEJ CO. LIMITED.
NORDIC CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
NORGAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
OFF THE PLANET LIMITED.
OFFSHORE SURVIVAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
OFFSHORE TALENT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
OHC LIMITED.
OHINEMURI TYRES LIMITED.
OILFIELD SAFETY & EQUIPMENT LIMITED.
OJM MARKETING LIMITED.
OK TRADING LIMITED.
OKAIHAU GARAGE 1981 LIMITED.
O’KEEFE CONSULTING LIMITED.
OKOLOGI LIMITED.
OLIVE & SPICE LIMITED.
OLIVER WALKER BUILDER LIMITED.
OLLIE & CO. LIMITED.
OLOGY COLLECTIVE LIMITED.
OM ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
OM FOODS LIMITED.
OM NZ LIMITED.
OM SHRI GANESH LIMITED.
ON POINT NZ LIMITED.
ON PURPOSE LIMITED.
ON SITE RECRUITMENT AUCKLAND LIMITED.
ON SITE RECRUITMENT PALMERSTON NORTH LIMITED.
ON TIME LIMITED.
ONCE CLOTHING LIMITED.
ONE & ONE TRADING LIMITED.
ONE DOUBLE TWO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ONE FAT SPARROW LIMITED.
ONE LINE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
ONE LOAN LIMITED.
O’NEILL PROPERTIES (2007) LIMITED.
ONEREDHOTEL LIMITED.
ONESTOP BSS LIMITED.
ONESURE LIFE & HEALTH LIMITED.
ONLINE SENSEI LIMITED.
ONLY ONE LIFE LIMITED.
ONN NOOM LIMITED.
ONYX COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY LIMITED.
OPERATIONAL DIVE SERVICES LIMITED.
OPERATIONAL EXIT LIMITED.
OPHELIA KING LIMITED.
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKING LIMITED.
OPPOSITES ATTRACT LIMITED.
OPTIMAL 3 STARS TRADING LIMITED.
OPTIMAX CARTRIDGES LIMITED.
OPUNAKE MILL LIMITED.
ORAC ENGINEERING 2006 LIMITED.
ORAL REVELATIONS LIMITED.
ORANGA BAY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
ORCHEM LIMITED.
ORGANIC HOME & BODY LIMITED.
ORIENT VISION LIMITED.
ORIENTAL TRAVEL LIMITED.
ORION HUNTING LIMITED.
ORMLIE SERVICES LIMITED.
ORNBSBY TRADING LIMITED.
ORTHO MEDICS LIMITED.
ORUAWHARO LIMITED.
OSARRACINO RESTAURANT LIMITED.
OSTEOPATHY ON COLLEGE LIMITED.
OTAHUHU BUDGET ACCOMMODATION LIMITED.
OTEHA NOMINEES LIMITED.
OTTORI BAY COMPANY LIMITED.
OTR EVENTS 2 LIMITED.
OTTEWILL GROUP LIMITED.
OUT WEST BAIT & TACKLE LIMITED.
OUTBACK SURF LIMITED.
OUTPUT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OUTRIGHT MEDIA LIMITED.
OUTWORX NZ LIMITED.
OVAL SOLUTION LIMITED.
OVER THE MOON CERAMICS LIMITED.
OVERDEVEST SERVICES LIMITED.
OVVIO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
OVXR LIMITED.
OWEN TAYLOR CONSULTING SERVICES LIMITED.
OW-NZL-NZ LIMITED.
OZONE ORGANICS PACIFIC LIMITED.
P & K CO LIMITED.
P & K JAMIESON LIMITED.
P & T GRAHAM LIMITED.
P & V HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
P A DICK BUILDING LIMITED.
P C PLUMBING (H.B.) LIMITED.
P K A LIMITED.
P L S INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
P M THORN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
P P CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
P R WITTEN LIMITED.
P S A PROPERTY LIMITED.
P. MCGOWAN ORCHARDS LIMITED.
P.G. & H.A. ADAMS LIMITED.
P.J. HOME LIMITED.
P. MOSS LIMITED.
P.R. IMPORTS EXPORTS LIMITED.
PAC HOLDINGS (2004) LIMITED.
PAC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PACE ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
PACIFIC AUTO CARRIER (NZ) LIMITED.
PACIFIC AVOCADO LIMITED.
PACIFIC BREEZE TRADING LIMITED.
PACIFIC CIVIL LIMITED.
PACIFIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PACIFIC FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
PACIFIC ISLAND TRADING COMPANY GROUP LIMITED.
PACIFIC MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
PACIFIC OFFSHORE COOLING LIMITED.
PACIFIC POWDER COMPANY LIMITED.
PACIFIC PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PACIFIC QUEENS LIMITED.
PACIFIC RESPONSE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
PACIFIC RIM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PACIFICAART STUDIO LIMITED.
PACIFICLIVE TV LIMITED.
PACKAGING RESOURCES & DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
PACKED LUNCH LIMITED.
PADDLE HUT LIMITED.
PAG PANELBEATERS LIMITED.
PAGA LIMITED.
PAI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PAIHIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PAINTASAURUS LIMITED.
PAJO LIMITED.
PAL CORPORATION LIMITED.
Palm GLOBAL LIMITED.
Palm PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PALMS THAI SPA LIMITED.
PAM & PAUL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PAN OCEAN MERCHANTS LIMITED.
PANORAMA FARM (PAPAROA) LIMITED.
PAN-PACIFIC GROUP NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PANVIEW LIMITED.
PAOTAMA INVESTMENT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PAPA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PAPER ROLLS (NZ) LIMITED.
PAPER, SCISSORS, BOW LIMITED.
PAPERCLIP LIMITED.
PAPERWEIGHTS LIMITED.
PAQUAY ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
PARADIGM SHIFT RANGATAHI LIMITED.
PARADISE LAND LIMITED.
PARAGON MOTORS LIMITED.
PARAGON PROJECTS LIMITED.
PARAKLETOS LIMITED.
PARAMOUNT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PAREMO ARCHITECTURAL LIMITED.
PARITEA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PARKER CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED.
PARKER MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PARKINSON DRIVER TRAINING LIMITED.
PARKLANDS RESORT AND CONFERENCE CENTRE LIMITED.
PARNELL TRI CUSTODIANS LIMITED.
PAROA PROMOTION LIMITED.
PARRIS PROPERTIES (2005) LIMITED.
PARTING CARN VENTURES LIMITED.
PARUA BAY DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
PASCOE TRADING LIMITED.
PASIFKA FREIGHT LIMITED.
PASIFKA PIX & FILMS LIMITED.
PASTEL DISTRIBUTION NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PASTORAL INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED.
PATAKA PROCESSORS LIMITED.
PATITI RUN LIMITED.
PATRICK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PATTERSON AGENCIES LIMITED.
PATTERSON CONTRACTING LIMITED.
PAUANUI BAKERY AND PIZZA LIMITED.
PAUANUI CHARTERS LIMITED.
PAUANUI MECHANICAL LIMITED.
PAUL HOLMES PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
PAUL MCDOWALL BUILDING LIMITED.
PAUL WOODS BUILDER LIMITED.
PAYBACK LIMITED.
PAYROLL ADMINISTRATION SERVICES LIMITED.
PAYZIES LIMITED.
PBM SERVICES LIMITED.
PC CUSTOMS LIMITED.
PC LINK LIMITED.
PC MEDIA SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PCH CONTRACTING LIMITED.
PCL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PCL SERVICES (2011) LIMITED.
PDWU INVESTMENT LIMITED.
PE & DP ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PEAK PERFORMANCE LIVING LIMITED.
PEKFUEL LIMITED.
PEARLY SHELLS B3 LIMITED.
PEAS AND CARROTS LIMITED.
PEAU SERVICES LIMITED.
PEBBLES INFOTECH LIMITED.
PEDEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PEGASUS BAY AUTO 2015 LIMITED.
PEGASUS GROUP LIMITED.
PEKISH CATERING LIMITED.
PELOTION CYCLING TOURS LIMITED.
PELVIC PAIN ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
PELVIC PAIN ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
PENGA LIMITED.
PENGA LIMITED.
PENGSHI FUNDS LIMITED.
PENDS CAN & DESIGN LIMITED.
PENINSULA PROTEAS LIMITED.
PENNA LIMITED.
PENNICKS DIGITAL PRINTING SERVICES LIMITED.
PENROSE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
PENROSE TYRE & ALIGNMENT CENTRE LIMITED.
PENTONVILLE DRINKERS ANONYMOUS LIMITED.
PEONY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PEPPERS PTY LIMITED.
PEREIRA FAMILY FARMS LIMITED.
PERFORMANCE INDUSTRY 2010 LIMITED.
PERFORMO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PERIMETER SECURITY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PERJRAP LIMITED.
PERKINS FARMING & CONTRACTING LIMITED.
PERMISSION MARKETING LIMITED.
PERRIN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PERSONAL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS 2007 LIMITED.
PERSPECTIVE ADJUSTMENT LIMITED.
PET ANGELS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PET ANGELS HQ LIMITED.
PET CREMATIONS LIMITED.
PET ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PETER & SHARON CONSULTING LIMITED.
PETER B INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PETER DAVISON BUILDERS LIMITED.
PETER NEEDHAM (2000) LIMITED.
PETER PARKER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PETER TROTMAN & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
PETER YOULE-GRAYLING LIMITED.
PETERIC LIMITED.
PETETHEPAINTER NORTH CANTERBURY LIMITED.
PETYON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PENNIG HEALTH LIMITED.
PFG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PFP ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
PH PLASTERING SERVICES LIMITED.
PHAD LIMITED.
PHARMASAVE LIMITED.
PHG WAIKANAE SUPER LIQUOR LIMITED.
PHIL KINGSLEY JONES SPORT’S LIMITED.
PHILLIPS HEADWAY LIMITED.
PHILLIPS THRICE LIMITED.
PHTKITS LIMITED.
PHOBIA ROOMS LIMITED.
PHOENIX AUDIO LIMITED.
PHOENIX LONGRUN LIMITED.
PHOENIX PHRENDLY LIMITED.
PHOENIXSIX LIMITED.
PHOTOGRAFLY LIMITED.
PHYSICAL THERAPY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PHYSIO ME NZ LIMITED.
PIONOTO LIMITED.
PIB HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PIERRE FOOD COMPANY LIMITED.
PILGLET ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PIHA RIGHTEOUS BOARD RIDERS FINANCIAL UNION LIMITED.
PINE VALLEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PINEAPPLEFISH LIMITED.
PINEHILL HOMES LIMITED.
PING LIMITED.
PINK & COLLISON 1973 LIMITED.
PINK SALT LIMITED.
PINNACLE AUDIO NZ LIMITED.
PINTURA NZ LIMITED.
PIPE IT PLUMBING LIMITED.
PIPEING & PROJECT LIMITED.
PIRTEK WEST LIMITED.
PITCH PR LIMITED.
PIXIE’S CABINET LIMITED.
PJ BUILDERS LIMITED.
PJ&S CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
PK CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
PK CUISINE LIMITED.
PK MOTEL LIMITED.
PK PROPERTIES (NZ) LIMITED.
PKJ LIMITED.
PLAIN JANE LIMITED.
PLAN B INVESTMENTS (AKL) LIMITED.
PLANNING CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
PLANT SHACK LIMITED.
PLANTATION PLANTS AND PRODUCE LIMITED.
PLASTER PRODUCTS LIMITED.
PLATINUM COAT LIMITED.
PLATINUM HEALTH WGTN LIMITED.
PLATINUM SALES LIMITED.
PLAYCENTRE PUBLICATIONS LIMITED.
PLAYGOLF WELLINGTON LIMITED.
PLAYHARD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PLAYSCAPE LIMITED.
PLC INC LIMITED.
PLEASE DON’T LEAVE LIMITED.
PLEASED TO MEAT YOU LIMITED.
PLEASURE KRAFT LIMITED.
PLUK.COM LIMITED.
PLUM PLUMBING SERVICES LIMITED.
PMM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PMPAS TRADING LIMITED.
PNL TRUSTEE SERVICES (KALSI) LIMITED.
POIMEN SERVICES LIMITED.
POINT CAPITAL MORTGAGE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
POIPOI LIMITED.
POLI PRIMUS LIMITED.
POLLOCK FENCING LIMITED.
POLYSTYLE TAKEAWAYS AND BAKERY LIMITED.
POMEGRANATES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PONO INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
POOJA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
POOPEE PANTS LIMITED.
POP BEAUTY LIMITED.
POPKRAFT LIMITED.
PORAITI PICTURES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PORT ROAD BAKERY 2010 LIMITED.
PORTAL LIMITED.
PORTEOUS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PORUA FARMS LIMITED.
POS MATE LIMITED.
POSH EQUESTRIAN LIMITED.
POSH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
POSSUM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
POUNAMU PROPERTIES LIMITED.
POWELL CONCRETE LIMITED.
POWER COMPONENTS LIMITED.
POWER DEKOR LIMITED.
POWER JOHNSON LIMITED.
POWER SERGE LIMITED.
POWER2GO LIMITED.
POWERHEARTH BIOGAS LIMITED.
POWERPRO LIMITED.
POWERUP LIVE LIMITED.
PPG CONTRACTING LIMITED.
PPR FOODS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PRADIYA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PRATT & TICKELPENNY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PRATT RINK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PREEMINENT ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
PREMIER CATERING LIMITED.
PREMIER INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PREMIER PANEL AND PAINT LIMITED.
PREScoat LIMITED.
PRESNALL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PRESTIGE AUTO DIRECT LIMITED.
PRESTIGE MOTORSPORT & PERFORMANCE LIMITED.
PRESTIGE TIMBER FLOORING CO., LIMITED.
PRESTIGE VEHICLES AND PROPERTY LIMITED.
PRESVIS NZ LIMITED.
PRETEX (N Z ) LIMITED.
PRETO SALON WAIHEKE LIMITED.
PRETTY PINZ LIMITED.
PRF (NZ) LIMITED.
PRICERIGHT CARS LIMITED.
PRIME FINISH LIMITED.
PRIME INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
PRIME LAW BETHLEHEM LIMITED.
PRINT & APPLY LIMITED.
PRINT A SIGN LIMITED.
PRINT ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
PRINTING MACHINERY SERVICES LIMITED.
PRISCILLA & FRANSWA LIMITED.
PRISM NZ LIMITED.
PRIVATE MORTGAGE BROKERS LIMITED.
PRIVATE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PRIVATE SALE REAL ESTATE LIMITED.
PRO TOOLS LIMITED.
PROACTIVE GREASE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PROCRETE LIMITED.
PROCTER & MCCREEDY LIMITED.
PROFECTUS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PROFESSIONAL COACHING LIMITED.
PROFESSIONAL COMPUTERS LIMITED.
PROFESSIONAL DECORATING NZ LIMITED.
PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LIMITED.
PROGRESSIVE BUILDERS LIMITED.
PROGRESSIVE ENERGY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PROGRESSIVE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PROJECT BORN LIMITED.
PROJECT WORKSHOP INC LIMITED.
PROJECTSPLUSNZ LIMITED.
PROMETHEUS LIMITED.
PROMSIM LIMITED.
PROPAINT AUCKLAND LIMITED.
PROPERTIES 2 HOMES LIMITED.
PROPERTY HQ LIMITED.
PROPERTY INVESTOR LIMITED.
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT DIRECT LIMITED.
PROPERTY NO 1 LIMITED.
PROPERTY TOWN LIMITED.
PRO-SPEC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PROSPECT INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION LIMITED.
PROSYS LIMITED.
PROTAG LIMITED.
PROVEN PROJECTS LIMITED.
PROWESS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PROWORX AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
PT CHEVALIER SUSHI LIMITED.
PTARMIGAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PUBLIC HEALTH CONSULTING LIMITED.
PUKAKI DENTAL LIMITED.
Pukeko Transpacific Limited.
Puklowski Milling Limited.
Pumps and Plumbing 2015 Limited.
PURAND INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PURAU PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PURE BEAUTY LIMITED.
PURE DISTRIBUTORS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PURE HEALTH HOUSE LIMITED.
PURE SAFETY LIMITED.
PURE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
PURERED LIMITED.
Puriri 2 Limited.
PURITY GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMPANY LIMITED.
PURPLE POSSUM LIMITED.
PURPLE POWER LIMITED.
PURUS NZ LIMITED.
PUTTING PERFECTION LIMITED.
Puzzled Limited.
PW CONTRACTING LIMITED.
Q CLUB LIMITED.
Q.A.MINES LIMITED.
QCW LIMITED.
Qiaoshou Life Limited.
QICC SERVICES LIMITED.
Qin Tong Investment Limited.
Qingdao Sunshiny NZ Limited.
Qinhuai Limited.
QUALITY CONSTRUCTION NZ LIMITED.
QUALITY FIRST SERVICE COMPANY LIMITED.
QUALITY METHODS LIMITED.
QUALITY STRUCTURES BUILDING LIMITED.
QUALITY THOROUGHBREDS LIMITED.
QUANTUM CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
QUANTUM DESIGN LIMITED.
QUATTRO PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
QUEENSTOWN 24/7 LIMITED.
QUEENSTOWN WINE TRAIL LIMITED.
QUICK CUT CONCRETE CUTTING AND DRILLING LIMITED.
QUINION HOLDINGS LIMITED.
QUINN HALL LIMITED.
QUO LIMITED.
R & C YOUNG BUILDING TRUSTEES LIMITED.
R & G SPORTS NZ LIMITED.
R & J FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
R & M CORCORAN LIMITED.
R & O EQUIPMENT LEASES LIMITED.
R & R CONCRETE CUTTERS LIMITED.
R & T SCEATS LIMITED.
R 2 RENTALS LIMITED.
R A & L J JOHNSTON LIMITED.
R B L TRUSTEE LIMITED.
R D BEGG & CO LIMITED.
R EIGHT LIMITED.
R J BUILDING SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
R J WOOD WORX LIMITED.
R K MECHANICAL LIMITED.
R KUMAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
R R CLEANING LIMITED.
R&E NZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
R&L SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
R&Y TAYNTON LIMITED.
R.A BUILDERS LIMITED.
R.E. DURRANT BUILDERS LIMITED.
R.J POUNDERS LIMITED.
R.L. GREGG LIMITED.
RA PRASAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RACEY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RACHEL PRIDHAM PHOTOGRAPHY & DESIGN LIMITED.
RACING JUNK NZ LIMITED.
RADIO IMAGING LIMITED.
RADIUS NZ LIMITED.
RAE ESTATE LIMITED.
RAEBELL TRADING LIMITED.
RAEWAR PROPERTY TRADING LIMITED.
RAG MAN LIMITED.
RAHAS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RAHMAN NO.1 INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RAHONA LIMITED.
RAHU FARMING COMPANY LIMITED.
RAINBOW AT REDWOODS LIMITED.
RAINDROP LIMITED.
RAINRAKER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
RAINZ MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
RAJVINDER ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RAKAIA RIVER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RAKAIATAI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RAMHARTER TRUSTEES LIMITED.
RAMO'S GRILL LIMITED.
RAMSHACKLE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
RAND INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RANDOM CACTUS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RANDOM CACTUS LIMITED.
RANGITANUKI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RANGITOTO CLOTHING LIMITED.
RANGITUHA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RANKLEBURN FARMING COMPANY 2007 LIMITED.
RANN TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
RAPID RUBBISH LIMITED.
RATTANN THAI RESTAURANT LIMITED.
RAVENNA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RAVISHEK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RAWHITI GOLF (2010) LIMITED.
RAY GARNETT EXPORTS LIMITED.
RAY HEMI CONTRACTING LIMITED.
RAYNES AND RAMSAY LIMITED.
RCP INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RD & LD WILSON LIMITED.
RDL TRUSTEE LIMITED.
READING PROPERTIES LIMITED.
READY FORM NO. 56 LIMITED.
REAL BUSINESS LIMITED.
REALSEITE LIMITED.
REALSUITE LIMITED.
REALTY CORNER LIMITED.
REBECCA UNLIMITED. LIMITED.
REBEL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RECHARGE PHYSIO LIMITED.
RED AND GREY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RED ICE GROUP LIMITED.
RED LETTER CHARTERS LIMITED.
RED MEDIA LIMITED.
RED MUSHROOM DESIGNS LIMITED.
RED RABBIT ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN LIMITED.
RED RABBIT TRADING LIMITED.
RED RAISIN LIMITED.
RED RIOT LIMITED.
RED ROCKET PET PRODUCTS LIMITED.
RED SQUIRREL BUILDING LIMITED.
RED STAG INSULATION LIMITED.
RED STAR RENTALS LIMITED.
REDDY ENGINEERING LIMITED.
RE-DESIGN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
REDHEAD OR DEAD EVENTS LIMITED.
REDLH COASTAL LIMITED.
REDLINE DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
REDSHIRT LIMITED.
REDWOOD CREEK LIMITED.
REDWOOD FUR LIMITED.
REDWOOD MEDICAL LIMITED.
REENZ COMPANY LIMITED.
REFILL TIME LIMITED.
REFLECTIONS OF WINTON LIMITED.
REFLECTIVE SIGNS (SOUTH ISLAND) LIMITED.
REGAL DESIGN GROUP LIMITED.
REGAL FERN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
REGENERATIVE LIMITED.
REGISTERED FINANCIAL ADVISERS LIMITED.
REGISTRATION SERVICES LIMITED.
REIAM LIMITED.
REIDLIN FARMS LIMITED.
REIGLER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
REIGN LIMITED.
REJUV LIMITED.
REKS ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
RELA PROPERTY LIMITED.
RELIABLE MOTOR REPAIRS LIMITED.
RELIANCE TRUST COMPANY (NZ) LIMITED.
REMARK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
REMARKABLES PARKING AND VEHICLE STORAGE LIMITED.
REMEDY BREWING LIMITED.
REMUERA COLLISION REPAIR CENTRE (2010) LIMITED.
REMY LIMITED.
REN BAINBRIDGE LIMITED.
REN FAMILY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
RENETA LIMITED.
RENOIR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
RENO-SCAFF LIMITED.
RENOVATIONZ LIMITED.
RENSA LIMITED.
RENT A BOAT B.O.I. LIMITED.
RENTABACH NZ LIMITED.
RENTABENZ NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
RENTALS 2 GO LIMITED.
RENU HOME DESIGNS LIMITED.
RENU’S KITCHEN LIMITED.
REPMATES LIMITED.
RESCUE ASIA PACIFIC LIMITED.
RESEARCH PRODUCTS (NZ) LIMITED.
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY MANAGERS LIMITED.
RESIDENTIAL RENOVATIONS LIMITED.
RE-SITE LIMITED.
RESOLUTION ASSETS LIMITED.
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE PROGRAMMES LIMITED.
RESURFACING SYSTEMS (AUCK.SOUTH) LIMITED.
RETAIL PARTNERS LIMITED.
RETAIL WORKS LIMITED.
RETRAC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RETRIBUTION LIMITED.
RETRO CUSTOM CARAVANS LIMITED.
RETRO MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
RETROACTIVE LIMITED.
REVELATION NIGHTCLUB LIMITED.
REVOLUTION HOMES LIMITED.
REVOLUTION PERFORMANCE LIMITED.
REVOLUTION SAILMAKERS LIMITED.
REVOLUTION SOLUTION LIMITED.
REVOS PROPERTY LIMITED.
REX CORSON PANEL REPAIRS LIMITED.
REYLAND ENDEAVOURS LIMITED.
REZLAB STEEL STRUCTURES MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
RF SONS LIMITED.
RG POWER SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
RGLASS LIMITED.
RHB PROPERTY LIMITED.
RHEA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RHINO TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
RHL TRUSTEES LIMITED.
RHOMBUS BREEDING PARTNERSHIP LIMITED.
RHYS DESIGN LIMITED.
RICHARDSON FORESTRY LIMITED.
RICHILLS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RICHMOND MUSIC LIMITED.
RICHMOND RENTALS LIMITED.
RICHMOND TOW & SALVAGE LIMITED.
RICKY BOBBY RACING LIMITED.
RIDDLE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RIDE SMART LIMITED.
RIESTERER TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
RIGHT FIELD LIMITED.
RIKHI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RIN TIN TIN LIMITED.
RINZ LIMITED.
RIO EAST LIMITED.
RIOINC LIMITED.
RIPPLE ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
RIPPLES WELLNESS & TRAINING CENTRE LIMITED.
RISINGHOUSE LIMITED.
RITSAL LIMITED.
RIVENDELL STUDIOS LIMITED.
RIVER QUAYS LIMITED.
RIVERBRAE FARM LIMITED.
RIVERHEADS LIMITED.
RIVERS INVESTMENTS NZ LIMITED.
RIVERSTONE FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
RIVerview GROUP LIMITED.
RIVerview RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RJ CORPORATION LIMITED.
RJD FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
RKM SMITH ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RM CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING LIMITED.
RM PERFORMANCE MOTORSPORT LIMITED.
RM SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
RM WATERS LIMITED.
RMSKY NZ LIMITED.
RND CONTRACTING LIMITED.
RNS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ROAD TRIP KIT LIMITED.
ROAN PROPERTIES GROUP LIMITED.
ROBERT KALE & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
ROBERTS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
ROBIN ROSS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ROBINSON THOROUGHBREDS LIMITED.
ROBNMAL TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ROBUK LIMITED.
ROBUST FITNESS LIMITED.
ROBYN CBS INVESTMENT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ROCK AROUND THE BLOCK LIMITED.
ROCK PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ROCK SOLID HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
ROCKET (2005) LIMITED.
ROCKET PROPERTY GROUP LIMITED.
ROCKFIELD CONSULTING LIMITED.
ROCKMYBABY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
ROCKMYBABY IP LIMITED.
ROCKRIDGE TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
ROCKY ROAD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ROD RENTALS LIMITED.
RODGERS LAW LIMITED.
RODNEY & OTAMATEA LIVESTOCK LIMITED.
RODNEY INSULATION LIMITED.
RODZ DOCTR LIMITED.
ROEHAMPTON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ROGER DICKIE FORESTRY LIMITED.
ROGER DICKIE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ROGUE FITNESS LIMITED.
ROI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
ROL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ROLLING STONE CAPITAL LIMITED.
ROMAN ROAD LIMITED.
ROMNEY WOOLLENS WELLINGTON LIMITED.
RON & JING LIMITED.
RON VINCENT LIMITED.
RONAN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RONGO FOODS LIMITED.
ROOFING SPECIALISTS AUCKLAND LIMITED.
ROOMWORKS LIMITED.
RORA STREET INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ORETANA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ROSACTIVE PROFESSIONAL COSMETICS LIMITED.
ROSEDALE LANDSCAPE SUPPLIES LIMITED.
ROSENEATH LAND CO LIMITED.
ROSIE&PETER TAILORING LIMITED.
ROSS AND WALLS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ROSS STOW ENGINEERING LIMITED.
ROTATIONAL EQUIPMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
ROTHTECH LIMITED.
ROTO BUDDY LIMITED.
ROTOKAURI RENTALS LIMITED.
ROTTI HUT NZ LIMITED.
ROUNDWOOD ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
ROVI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ROWLEY IMPORTING AND PROPERTY CORPORATION LIMITED.
ROY FARMING COMPANY LIMITED.
ROYAL OAK MALL MEDICAL CENTRE LIMITED.
RPN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RPW BUILDERS LIMITED.
RSACOM SERVICES LIMITED.
RSB TRADING LIMITED.
RSD TRANSPORT LIMITED.
RSS BUILDING LIMITED.
RTM LIMITED.
RUAMAHANGA ARTISTS LIMITED.
RUBBER LANES NZ LIMITED.
RUBICON SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
RUC LIMITED.
RUIYING TRADING LIMITED.
RUM AND GREY LIMITED.
RUMOURS LIMITED.
RUNMAC LIMITED.
RUNNING BIRD VIRTUAL RUNNING COMMUNITY LIMITED.
RUPA TRANSPORT SERVICES LIMITED.
RURAL DECORATING LIMITED.
RURU PUBLISHING LIMITED.
RUSHBROOKE CONSULTING LIMITED.
RUSS WATER SERVICES LIMITED.
RUSSELL COUPE ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
RUSSELL JONES CONTRACTING LIMITED.
RVJONES PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RVU LIMITED.
RYAN HOPE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
RYAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
RYBROOKE MEDICAL LIMITED.
RYOTBIKES.COM LIMITED.
S & B NOMINEES LIMITED.
S & L LEIJEN LIMITED.
S & M EARTHMOVING LIMITED.
S & R SHARMA LIMITED.
S A SIMPKINS LIMITED.
S AND T RENTALS LIMITED.
S C & J L LIMITED.
S F CONSULTING LIMITED.
S G PACIFIC LIMITED.
S J R PAINT & PANEL LIMITED.
S NAIDU MIDWIFERY CARE LIMITED.
S P HATURINI, RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL BUILDERS LIMITED.
S P RUST TRUSTEE CO. LIMITED.
S R TYRE CENTRE LIMITED.
S V E LIMITED.
S&N.P TRADING LIMITED.
S.D. HAULAGE LIMITED.
S.E. EXPORT COMPANY LIMITED.
S.M.D ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
S.O.F. CARE LIMITED.
S.S.I. (NZ) LIMITED.
S4P LIMITED.
SACHIN NZ LIMITED.
SAFE N SOUND INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SAFEGUARDS LIMITED.
SAFEPLUS LIMITED.
SAFETY BUDDY LIMITED.
SAFETY CASE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SAFETynet TRUSTEES LIMITED.
SAFETynetDEBT LIMITED.
SAFEZONE SYSTEMS LIMITED.
SAFFRON CLEANERS LIMITED.
SAGE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SAHARA MOTORS LIMITED.
SAHIB PADDA LIMITED.
SAI LAYA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SAI PRIYA TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
SAI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SAI RAM BATTERIES LIMITED.
SAI RAM ENTERPRISE NO1 LIMITED.
SALES PERFECTION LIMITED.
SALISBURY PAINTERS LIMITED.
SALT SEARCH NZ LIMITED.
SALTIRE CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
SALUMA WELLNESS THERAPY LIMITED.
SALUTE NATURAL LIMITED.
SAMINAX BOWMAR LIMITED.
SAMOA NATURAL PRODUCTS LIMITED.
SAMRACH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SAMSON GOOD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SANBELL FOODS LIMITED.
SANCTUARY COVE LIMITED.
SAND CAST WEATHERVANES LIMITED.
SANDAZ PROPERTY LIMITED.
SANDENO LIMITED.
SANDERS BREEDING LIMITED.
SANDFORD PUBLISHING LIMITED.
SANDHU ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SANDO CONSULTING LIMITED.
SANDO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SANDOVAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SANDY PARK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SANTHA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SAO CLEANING LIMITED.
SAO COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
SAORSA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SAPICH BROTHERS LIMITED.
SAPPHIRE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
SARAB NZ LIMITED.
SARAMAT PROPERTY CO LIMITED.
SARAVI LIMITED.
SAS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
SASS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
SASSY DIVAS LIMITED.
SASSY SYNDICATE LIMITED.
SATCHMO (2002) LIMITED.
SATELLITE SECURITY LIMITED.
SATNAM FRUIT & VEGES 2015 LIMITED.
SAVAGE IMPORTS LIMITED.
SAVAGE SOUNDS LIMITED.
SAVEWORLD LIMITED.
SAVOIR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SCK APPAREL LIMITED.
SCRAP CHAP (NI) LIMITED.
SCRIPTURE-SCAPES LIMITED.
SD PRIME INVESTMENT LIMITED.
SDH DRAUGHTING SERVICES LIMITED.
SDSE CO LIMITED.
SDV INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SDY TUTORS LIMITED.
SEA TOILER MARINE SERVICES LIMITED.
SEABRIGHT TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
SEAFLOWER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SEAMORP ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SEAFOAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SEAFOAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SEAGOONS LIMITED.
SEALCO WATERPROOFING SYSTEMS (INT) LIMITED.
SEASCAPES GARDENING (2010) LIMITED.
SEASIDE AVIATION LIMITED.
SEASIDE PIES LIMITED.
SECOND CHANCE NZ LIMITED.
SECOND OPINION SERVICES LIMITED.
SEDECREM TILING LIMITED.
SEE ME TV LIMITED.
SEEKING WELLBEING LIMITED.
SEGER PREP LIMITED.
SEHGALE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SEISLOG NZ LIMITED.
SELATAN NZ TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SELECT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SELECT XY LIMITED.
SELLMEX GROUP LIMITED.
SELWYN HOME MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
SENTHI FAMILY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SENTINEL NZ LIMITED.
SENTINEL TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
SEQUEIRA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SERENDIPITY HOUSE PUBLISHING LIMITED.
SERIOUSLY NUTS LIMITED.
SEROZA SELAW HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SERVICE WIZARD LIMITED.
SESIBEL COFFEE LIMITED.
SETTLE ACCOMMODATION LIMITED.
SETTLING FOR SUCCESS LIMITED.
SEW BIZZ LIMITED.
SF PLASTERERS LIMITED.
SH PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
SH23 LIMITED.
SHAC TRUSTEE CO LIMITED.
SHADEBIZ LIMITED.
SHADES OF GREEN LIMITED.
SHAFT GROUP LIMITED.
SHAG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SHAHZ TRANSPORT LIMITED.
SHALIMAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SHAMIC LIMITED.
SHANGCHENG INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SHANYU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SHAPE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
SHAPERS (2005) LIMITED.
SHAQUEL LIMITED.
SHARBO ULC
SHARMAS ACCOUNTANTS LIMITED.
SHARON WHITE CATERING LIMITED.
SHEFCO HALAL MEAT LIMITED.
SHELF COMPANY NO. 5 LIMITED.
SHELLEY BEAN COUNTING LIMITED.
SHEN ACCOUNTING LIMITED.
SHETLAND GROUP LIMITED.
SHIFT CONSULTING LIMITED.
SHIFTME LIMITED.
SHINING STAR ACCOMMODATION LIMITED.
SHIRE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SHIUMAYA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SHLOMO LIMITED.
SHMEEGLE RENTALS LIMITED.
SHN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SHOLANZA LIMITED.
SHONARTA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SHOP 11 THE SANDS LIMITED.
SHOP NZ ONLINE LIMITED.
SHORE CITY SPORTS LIMITED.
SHORELINE DESIGN LIMITED.
SHORTLAND FLATS LIMITED.
SHORTY'S TATTOO SUPPLIES LIMITED.
SHOT ASSETS LIMITED.
SHOW TIME EQUESTRIAN LIMITED.
SHOWERTOP LIMITED.
SHREYA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SIDEBAR TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SIEBERT INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
SIGMUND INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SIGN PLUS LIMITED.
SIGNATURE BEVERAGE CONCEPTS LIMITED.
SIGNATURE COATINGS LIMITED.
SIGNATURE NELSON LIMITED.
SIGNATURE REALTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SILVER FERN BEVERAGES LIMITED.
SILVER JET SERVICES LIMITED.
SILVER SUMMIT HOMES LIMITED.
SILVERDALE PRINTING LIMITED.
SIMEKI LIMITED.
SIMIKO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SIMMS WAIPA TRANSPORT LIMITED.
SIMON COOKE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SIMPLAR LIMITED.
SIMPLY INDIAN FOODS LIMITED.
SIMPLY NUTS LIMITED.
SIMPLY SPECIAL LIMITED.
SIMPLY TRAINING.CO LIMITED.
SINDERELLA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SINGH CLEANING COMPANY LIMITED.
SINGH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SINGH TRADERS NZ LIMITED.
SINGHS COURIERS LIMITED.
SINGHZ LIMITED.
SINO SUCCESS LIMITED.
SIQUEST CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
SISTER POWER LIMITED.
SISTERMATIC BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED.
SITA DRIVING SCHOOL & TAXIS LIMITED.
SITAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SITE SPECIFIC THEATRE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SIX HAPPINESS RESOURCES LIMITED.
SIX STARS SERVICE LIMITED.
SIXSIXTEEN MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
SJA LIMITED.
SJV LIMITED.
SJW VIDEO LIMITED.
SK&SVP INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SKC SERVICES LIMITED.
SKEEBA LIMITED.
SKIN NATIVE LIMITED.
SKM PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SKOOL STARS CARE LIMITED.
SKOOP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SKYLA LIMITS LIMITED.
SKYLER LIMITED.
SLEEPY WILLOW LIMITED.
SLICE OF QUINCE LIMITED.
SLICK LIMITED.
SLQ INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SMAC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SMALDA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SMART COASTAL VACUUMS LIMITED.
SMART DIGITAL MARKETING LIMITED.
SMART MEALS LIMITED.
SMART SAVINGS LIMITED.
SMARTBILLER LIMITED.
SMARTCHOICE LIMITED.
SMARTGARDEN LIMITED.
SMARTISAN LIMITED.
SMARTLEC LIMITED.
SMASHSTART LIMITED.
SMC CONTRACTING LIMITED.
SMC STYLING LIMITED.
SMI NZ 2022 LIMITED.
SMILE PLASTERING & PAINTERS LIMITED.
SMITH & LAMBERT LIMITED.
SMITH HOME RENTALS LIMITED.
SMITH'S PAINTING CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
SMOKESIGNAL LIMITED.
SMOKIN' ACES ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
SNOON LIMITED.
SN PAINTERS AUCKLAND LIMITED.
SNC LIMITED.
SNORKEL BATTLE EXTREME LIMITED.
SNOWFIELD LIMITED.
SNOWFLAKE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SO ACTIVE BRANDS LIMITED.
SO SO NZ COMPANY LIMITED.
SOAR CONSTRUCTION GROUP LIMITED.
SOFTWARE TRAINING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SOFTWOOD TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
SOHU LIMITED.
SOLANA H&W LIMITED.
SOLAR POWER 4 U LIMITED.
SOLAR PROTECT AND SAFETY LIMITED.
SOLAR SUNWERX NZ LIMITED.
SOLARFIX LIMITED.
SOLE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
SOLUTIONS INCORPORATED LIMITED.
SOME DESIGN LIMITED.
SOMERTON INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SONCO LIMITED.
SONNY’S YOGA LIMITED.
SOUTH TRADING LIMITED.
SOOTY THE SWEEP LIMITED.
SOPHIELA LIMITED.
SOPHIE NETWORK LIMITED.
SORNIWSET LIMITED.
SORT AFTER LIMITED.
SOUL CONTENT LIMITED.
SOUNDSTAGE LIMITED.
SOUNG LIMITED.
SOUNG YUEEN OTAHUHU LIMITED.
SOUTH 2012 LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC DEER & FISH PRODUCTS LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC ORGANICS LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC OYSTERS LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & RENTALS LIMITED.
SOUTH SEAS RICE COMPANY LIMITED.
SOUTHERN ALPS VENISON LIMITED.
SOUTHERN ANCHOR STUDIOS LIMITED.
SOUTHERN CHAUFFEUR DRIVE LIMITED.
SOUTHERN CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SOUTHERN CROSS SAFARIS N.Z. LIMITED.
SOUTHERN DC3 LIMITED.
SOUTHERN FRONTIER SAFARIS LIMITED.
SOUTHERN MUCK SPREADING LIMITED.
SOUTHERN OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT LIMITED.
SOUTHERN RATA LIMITED.
SOUTHERN SALES & SUPPLY LIMITED.
SOUTHERN SHIPPING SERVICES LIMITED.
SOUTHERN STAR GROUP LIMITED.
SOUTHERN SWIMMING SERVICES LIMITED.
SOUTHLAND FAMILY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
SOUTHLAND MECHANICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SOUTHLAND TRUSTY LIMITED.
SOUTHSHORE PAINTERS LIMITED.
SOUTHVIEW FUTURE LIMITED.
SOUTHWELL TRADING LIMITED.
SP AUTO SPORTS LIMITED.
SP CLEAN LIMITED.
SPACE AUTOMATION LIMITED.
SPACE GROUP LIMITED.
SPACEKRAFT 2011 LIMITED.
SPACIFIC GROWERS LIMITED.
SPARKLE CLEANING SERVICES 2013 LIMITED.
SPARKLES WINDOW CLEANING COMPANY LIMITED.
SPARROW CONSULTING LIMITED.
SPARTAN LIFESTYLE LIMITED.
SPATIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
SPECIAL IMAGES LIMITED.
SPECIALIST ACCOUNTANCY SERVICES LIMITED.
SPECIALTY FLUIDS NZ LIMITED.
SPECIFIC ICT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SPEEDY FURNITURE MOVERS LIMITED.
SPG INVESTMENT COMPANY NO. 1 LIMITED.
SPINFEX CORPORATE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SPINNAKER DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
SPIRIT WIND LIMITED.
SPITFIRE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SPLASH MONITORING LIMITED.
SPM NZ LIMITED.
SPORT ZONE LIMITED.
SPORTS COACH ONLINE LIMITED.
SPRING STUDY LIMITED.
SPRINGBANK ESTATE LIMITED.
SPRINT SUPPLIES LIMITED.
SPROUT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SPROUT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SRI ANJANEYA LIMITED.
SS ACUPUNCTURE LIMITED.
SSEN LIMITED.
SSJK LIMITED.
SSVT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ST CLAIR SERVICES 2003 LIMITED.
ST JOHN WHANGAREI LIMITED.
STAFFING 24X7 NZ LIMITED.
STAGES CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
STAINLESS LIMITED.
STAIRCASE BAGS & ACCESSORIES LIMITED.
STANFIELD STUD AT BANGOR LIMITED.
STANFORD HARTS LIMITED.
STAPLE DESIGN LIMITED.
STAPLES CONSULTING LIMITED.
STAR VOICE OF NZ LIMITED.
STARK RIDGE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STARNET MEDIA LIMITED.
STARR.CO MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
STAR'S GARDEN LIMITED.
STARSHIP PROPERTIES LIMITED.
START WEB DESIGN LIMITED.
STATE PRIME LIMITED.
STATIC HOMES LIMITED.
STAY N GO NZ LIMITED.
STAYBRITE STAINLESS FABRICATORS (2003) LIMITED.
STEALTH SECURITY GROUP LIMITED.
STEEL FRAME NZ LIMITED.
STEEL STRUC LIMITED.
STEFANOVSKI LIMITED.
STEHBENS DENTAL SERVICES LIMITED.
STEINER BUILDING LIMITED.
STELLA BOO LIMITED.
STENTYS LIMITED.
STEPHEN GALLAGHER MUSIC LIMITED.
STEPHEN WARD LIMITED.
STEPHENS & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
STEPWISE LIMITED.
STEVE GREEN LIMITED.
STIK LIMITED.
STILLWATERS INVESTMENTS 2008 LIMITED.
STOCKCORP INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STOKED NZ LIMITED.
STOLENZ LIMITED.
STONEHAVEN AKLD PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
STONEWAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STONEWHITE LIMITED.
STONEDWOOD BLENHEIM REGION LIMITED.
STONEX LIMITED.
STORE-IT SELF STORAGE - LOWER HUTT LIMITED.
STRADA LIMITED.
STRANDON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
STRANLEIGH FARM LIMITED.
STRATA IT CONSULTING LIMITED.
STRATAS ART LIMITED.
STRATDG CONSULTING LIMITED.
STRATEGUM CONSULTING LIMITED.
STREAMLAND FOODS LIMITED.
STREAT KITCHEN LIMITED.
STREET AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS LIMITED.
STRENGTH PIT OTARA LIMITED.
STRIPPER2GO LIMITED.
STRJ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STRONG SERVICES LIMITED.
STRONG SPORT LIMITED.
STRUTHERS GRAPE COMPANY LIMITED.
STRYKER TRUSTEES LIMITED.
STTG LIMITED.
STUART SCOTT CONTRACTING LIMITED.
STUDENT ACHIEVER LIMITED.
STUDENT CV LIMITED.
STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT LIMITED.
STUDIO AFRIQUE LIMITED.
STUMP INVESTMENT LIMITED.
STUONIT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STU’S TILING & SOLID PLASTERING LIMITED.
STYLE STUDIO LIMITED.
STYLUS ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN & DRAFTING LIMITED.
STZ ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SUB-SURFACE IMAGING LIMITED.
SUE BELGRAVE OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY LIMITED.
SUIT MASTER LIMITED.
SUITE HART UPHOLSTERY LIMITED.
SUJOW PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SUMMER EDUCATION LIMITED.
SUMMER STAR LIMITED.
SUMMIT BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
SUMMIT FOODS LIMITED.
SUMSMART IP LIMITED.
SUNCITY PACIFIC LIMITED.
SUNDANCE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SUNDEEP TRANSPORT LIMITED.
SUNLIGHT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SUNNY LIGHTS LIMITED.
SUNNY VIEW ORCHARDS LIMITED.
SUNOKA LIMITED.
SUNRISE APIARIES LIMITED.
SUNRISE INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LIMITED.
SUNSET INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SUNSHINE INVESTORS LIMITED.
SUNSHINE SAVINGS LIMITED.
SUPA CS LIMITED.
SUPARR GROUP LIMITED.
SUPER AWESOME WOLF SQUADRON LIMITED.
SUPER CITY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
SUPER CITY MOVERS LIMITED.
SUPERB PAINTING & RENOVATIONS LIMITED.
SUPERIOR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
SUPERMARKET DIRECT LIMITED.
SUPERNOVA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
SUPERPUDDINGMAN LIMITED.
SUPERSCREWS LIMITED.
SUPREMELY GOURMET LIMITED.
SURE PAINT (CHCH) LIMITED.
SURE RECRUITMENT LIMITED.
SURELABS NZ LIMITED.
SURFACE TECHNOLOGIES SOUTH ISLAND LIMITED.
SURON THERAPY LIMITED.
SURVEY LINC LIMITED.
SUSHIOLOGY LIMITED.
SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD LIMITED.
SUTTONS MOSS LIMITED.
SUWAT PAINTING LIMITED.
SV ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SWAP OR TRADE IT LIMITED.
SWEETA NZ LIMITED.
SWEET PETALS LIMITED.
SWEET SECRETS 2010 LIMITED.
SWIM BOX LIMITED.
SWISS KONDITOREI BERN LIMITED.
SWOON BABY LIMITED.
SYCAMORE LIMITED.
SYED BROTHERS LIMITED.
SYKK INVESTMENT LIMITED.
SYLVEE DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
TAURINI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
TAURUS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TAURUS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
TAYLOR PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
TBF LIMITED.
TBT 2006 LIMITED.
TC & MT LIMITED.
TC LOGISTICS LIMITED.
TCL PAINTINGS AND CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED.
TD SERVICES LIMITED.
TDE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
TDR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
TE AUTE PUBLICATIONS LIMITED.
TE AWA 226 LIMITED.
TE KAUWHATA BUILDERS LIMITED.
TE OIROA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
TE PAHU DOWNS LIMITED.
TE PAHU OLIVES LIMITED.
TE TANE LIMITED.
TE TIMATATANGA HOU 2008 LIMITED.
TE WAIRUA O TE ORA LIMITED.
TE WHARE ATAWHAI TRUST LIMITED.
TE WHENUA ROA LIMITED.
TEAL DEVELOPMENTS NO. 1 LIMITED.
TEAL TREE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
TEAM COMPUTING LIMITED.
TEAM JDR LIMITED.
TECH CORPORATION (NZ) CO LIMITED.
TECHCIRCUIT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TECHNICAL GUIDANCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TECHNICAL SEARCH LIMITED.
TECHTONIK AUDIO VISUAL SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
TEDDY TENNIS LIMITED.
TEE TEES DESIGNS LIMITED.
TEENA JUANITA LIMITED.
TEENY TINY TRACKER LIMITED.
TENA LIMITED.
TEPATASI LIMITED.
TERA ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
TERRACE END AUTO SERVICES LIMITED.
TERRACE HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
TEST SAFE NZ LIMITED.
TETHYS LIMITED.
TEXET LIMITED.
TEXET NZ LIMITED.
TEXTILES ALIVE LIMITED.
TFUNK DIGITAL LIMITED.
T-GRAPHICS LIMITED.
TG CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
TG HELICOPTER SERVICES LIMITED.
TGL FOOD LIMITED.
T-GRAPHICS LIMITED.
TGS GLASS LIMITED.
THAI ME UP LIMITED.
THAI TERRACE LIMITED.
THAMES AUTOSPARES LIMITED.
THAMES SHEETMETAL ENGINEERS (2005) LIMITED.
THATS WRIGHT BRICK AND BLOCK LIMITED.
THE 3 BAIRZ LIMITED.
THE A LIST WEBSITE LIMITED.
THE ACCOUNTING HOUSE LIMITED.
THE ACME TOFFEEAPPLE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE ADVISER GROUP (NZ) LIMITED.
THE AGRI COMPANY LIMITED.
THE ATTIC LIMITED.
THE NEW BLOOM LIMITED.
THE NEW ZEALAND PLAN SYSTEM COMPANY LIMITED.
THE NEW ZEALAND SCHOOLS ENVIRONMENTAL ENERGY COMMISSION LIMITED.
THE NIHOUSE LIMITED.
THE OFFICE CAFE LIMITED.
THE OFFSHORE NEWMAN LIMITED.
THE OLD COURT HOUSE LIMITED.
THE PACIFIC STAR CATERING LIMITED.
THE PAPER PEACOCK (2010) LIMITED.
THE PARADE ST HELIERS LIMITED.
THE PARTNERSHIP COMPANY LIMITED.
THE PENSIONS NETWORK LIMITED.
THE PLAYGROUND GROUP LIMITED.
THE PORCH DESIGN & PRINT LIMITED.
THE PRETTY SWEET PARTY COMPANY LIMITED.
THE PRODUCTS OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
THE PROMISED LAND STUDIO LIMITED.
THE PROPERTY VALET COMPANY (TRADING) LIMITED.
THE PSYCHOLOGY COMPANY LIMITED.
THE PURPLE STAR LIMITED.
THE PUZZLE SHOP LIMITED.
THE QUAYS LIMITED.
THE RAYMOND TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE REAL GREEN LIMITED.
THE REAL MCCOY'S NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
THE RED BANANA LIMITED.
THE REPAIR MEN LIMITED.
THE RITE SERVICES LIMITED.
THE ROBUSTO LIMITED.
THE SHARED WARDROBE LIMITED.
THE SHEPHERD NZ LIMITED.
THE SOCK SOCIETY LIMITED.
THE SOUND FOUNDATION LIMITED.
THE SPICY AFFAIR LIMITED.
THE STAND IN MAN LIMITED.
THE STONE BUDHA LIMITED.
THE SUNSHINE FAMILY LIMITED.
THE TECHNICIANS LIMITED.
THE THINK LINK LIMITED.
THE THIRD AGE INFORMATION BUREAU LIMITED.
THE TOOLBOX COMPANY LIMITED.
THE TOUGH-SMILE PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
THE VILLA WARDROBE CO LIMITED.
THE WOODMAN LIMITED.
THE WORD COMPANY (2015) LIMITED.
THE WORD FACTORY LIMITED.
THE WORLD FASHION LIMITED.
THE XBAZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
THERE4TECH LIMITED.
THERMAL FABRICS LIMITED.
THESE FOUR WALLS LIMITED.
THETA CONSULTING LIMITED.
THINK HEALTHY LIMITED.
THINK HOUSE LIMITED.
THINK LIMITED.
THIRTEEN EIGHT LIMITED.
THIS LITTLE PIGGY LIMITED.
THISARA LIMITED.
THOMAS EASTON LIMITED.
THOMAS GROUPS(2000) LIMITED.
THOMAS JOWETT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
THOMSON GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
THOMVEST LIMITED.
THRIVING BUSINESS GROUP LIMITED.
TOTAL CONCRETE LIMITED.
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED.
TOTAL DECONSTRUCTION NZ LIMITED.
TOTAL HOME SOLUTIONS (HB) LIMITED.
TOTAL OFFICE MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
TOTAL PANEL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TOTAL RETAIL SERVICES LIMITED.
TOTAL PAINTED LIMITED.
TOTAL RIGGING HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TOTALPLAN IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TOTARA CREEK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TOTARA INDUSTRIES (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
TOTARA RESTAURANT LIMITED.
TOUR & TRAVEL COACH COMPANY LIMITED.
TOURISM BUSINESS MAGAZINE LIMITED.
TOURIST SOUND LIMITED.
TOURNAMENT PARKING (WELLINGTON) LIMITED.
TOURNAMENT PARKING FUND LIMITED.
TOWJOE’S DELIVERY EXPRESS LIMITED.
TOWNSEND PAINTING & DECORATING LIMITED.
TOY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TPS SITEPREP LIMITED.
TRACKER SPORTFISHING LIMITED.
TRADE GUY (CLOTHING) LIMITED.
TRADE INN AUTO-COURT LIMITED.
TRADEMASTER PAINTERS & DECORATORS LIMITED.
TRAFFIC PLANS LIMITED.
TRAINER SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TRANQUIL MOMENTS BEAUTY LIMITED.
TRANQUILITY 2000 LIMITED.
TRANQUILLITY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TRANSCONSULT (NZ) LIMITED.
TRANSITMEDIA LIMITED.
TRANSLATOR PAY LIMITED.
TRANSMECH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
TRANSURBAN LIMITED.
TRAVELYNN LIMITED.
TRAVEOLOGY LIMITED.
TREEACTION AUCKLAND LIMITED.
TREEHOUSE LIMITED.
TREESENSE ARBORICULTURAL SERVICES LIMITED.
TRI FIREWOOD & LANDSCAPING SUPPLIES LIMITED.
TRI7 SPOUTING LIMITED.
TRIBAL MODERN LIMITED.
TRIBE LIMITED.
TRILOGY CONSULTANTS NZ LIMITED.
TRINITY CONSULTING LIMITED.
TRINITY LANE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TRIPLE C INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TRIPLE D FOOD AND BEVERAGES LIMITED.
TRIPLE J INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TRIPLE M O’CONNELL LIMITED.
TRIPLE R MASTER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TRIPOLI LAUNDRETTE LIMITED.
TRISHA TANISHA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TRISH’S HEALTHY PRODUCTS LIMITED.
TRISPEC LIMITED.
TRITONE AUDIO LIMITED.
TRIVISION ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
TROOPER LIMITED.
TRT WORKSHOPS LIMITED.
TRUE LIVING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
TRUE SIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
TRUE TATTOO LIMITED.
TRUMPCARD LIMITED.
TRUST ACCOUNT SUPPORT SERVICES LIMITED.
TRUSTABLE BUILDER LIMITED.
TRUSTEE COMPANY 5495 LIMITED.
TRUSTEES TAPPER LIMITED.
TRY SPORTS NZ LIMITED.
TS & HK LIMITED.
TSADDE LIMITED.
TSP ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
TSS (2007) LIMITED.
TSW PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
TTHS LIMITED.
TTTS CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
TU8 LTD
TUDOR PAINTERS & DECORATORS LIMITED.
TUFF LITE LIMITED.
TUFFY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TUFWALL LIMITED.
TUGA PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TUHAERE LIMITED.
TUHIMAREIKURA MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
TUHUNA DALTONS LIMITED.
TUHUNA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TUIA SLIPSTREAM LIMITED.
TUIA TRADING LIMITED.
TULIPS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
TULUTA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
TUNALIVE LIMITED.
TUNNELS NETWORK LIMITED.
TUORDT LIMITED.
TURNER HEIGHTS TOWNHOUSES LIMITED.
TURNERFORD PANELBEATING & UPHOLSTERY LIMITED.
TURTLE POND INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TUTTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TUVO EXITO LIMITED.
TWIDDLY DEE LIMITED.
TWIN CITY ENERGY SERVICES 2003 LIMITED.
TWIN COAST HELICOPTERS (2007) LIMITED.
TWIN RIVERS RESTAURANT LIMITED.
TWINBRIDGE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TWINKLE TOES (2012) LIMITED.
TWISTED TOURISM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TWO BRICKS LIMITED.
TWO PUMPS LIMITED.
TWO TOUCH LIMITED.
TWOPOINTZERO DESIGN LIMITED.
TWOSEVENTY LIMITED.
TYRE BANK LIMITED.
U.T. DEVELOPMENTS (2015) LIMITED.
UACNA LIMITED.
UAKIN INVESTMENT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
UBERRUBE LIMITED.
UCAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED.
UCELL TRADING NZ CO., LIMITED.
UGLY GUN LIMITED.
ULTIMATE COACHING LIMITED.
ULTIMATE DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
ULTIMATE INSTALLATIONS LIMITED.
UNDERCOVER FASHIONS LIMITED.
UNDERLORD LIMITED.
UNDERSTAND LIMITED.
UNFAIR.CO.NZ LIMITED.
UNI CAFE LIMITED.
UNI MART COMPANY LIMITED.
UNICORN INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIMITED.
UNICORN JOINERY LIMITED.
UNIFYNZ LIMITED.
UNIQUE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SERVICES LIMITED.
UNITED CAFES AND RESTAURANTS LIMITED.
UNITED MEDIA SOLUTION LIMITED.
UNITY INTERIORS LIMITED.
UNIVERSAL SERVICE GROUP LIMITED.
UNKNOWN ARTIST LIMITED.
UNLEASHED LIMITED.
UNLIMITED. ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
UNLIMITED. SUCCESS (1999) LIMITED.
UNLOCKED LIMITED.
UNLOCKME LIMITED.
UNO EDUCATION LIMITED.
UPPER CRUST LIMITED.
UPSTAIRS RENOVATIONS LIMITED.
UPSTART LIMITED.
URBAN ACCESS LIMITED.
URBAN DWELLER LIMITED.
URBAN HABITATS LIMITED.
URBAN OBSTACLES LIMITED.
URBAN SPORTS LIMITED.
URBANMAC LIMITED.
URGENT DENTIST LIMITED.
URSA MAJOR LIMITED.
USB HORT LIMITED.
USEFUL PROPERTY LIMITED.
USERFRIENDLY LIMITED.
USK WATER SERVICES LIMITED.
U-STORE LIMITED.
UTEL TELECOM LIMITED.
UTOPIA BODY WORKSHOP LIMITED.
UUR EARTHWORKS LIMITED.
UV LIMITED.
V 2 LIMITED.
V CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED.
V COOPER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
VALLEY ARCHITECTURAL LIMITED.
VALUATION ONE LIMITED.
VANILLA INSTRUMENTS LIMITED.
VANTOS LIMITED.
VAOFUSI FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VARANY PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
VARHME LIMITED.
VAT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
VCW ACCOUNTING SERVICES LIMITED.
VDOBUSINESS LIMITED.
VDSM CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
VDSM TRUSTEE LIMITED.
VEEJAY FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
VEERJI DA LIMITED.
VEG OUT LIMITED.
VEHICLE TESTING STATIONS W.O.F FOR LIFE LIMITED.
VEIN HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
VELVET LODGE LIMITED.
VENTURE GROUP LIMITED.
VERITAS ACCOUNTING &AUDITING LIMITED.
VERVE FURNITURE LIMITED.
VERY EDIBLE GARDENS LIMITED.
VERY IMPRESSIVE PROPERTY LIMITED.
VESELAW INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VESTER SILVERSTONE LIMITED.
VETIVER GRASS STABILISATION LIMITED.
VF CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
VH (2014) TRADING LIMITED.
VIADECT SERVICENTRE (KELBURN) LIMITED.
VIBRANCE LIMITED.
VICTA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
VICTORIA STREET OPTOMETRISTS LIMITED.
VICTORY ROAD LIMITED.
VIETNAM CAFE LIMITED.
VIGO VENTURES LIMITED.
VILLAGE PADDY LIMITED.
VILLAIN AUTO ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
VINCENT JAMES LIMITED.
VINCENT WILLIAM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VINE GAS LIMITED.
VINHOTTI LIMITED.
VINO LIMITED.
VINTAGE BMW TOURS IN PARADISE LIMITED.
VIPRA GROUP LIMITED.
VIRTUAL RECEPTION LIMITED.
VISUAL INFORMATION LIMITED.
VITAMIN NZ LIMITED.
VITELL LIMITED.
VITHUNAN ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
VITI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VIVA ADVENTURES LIMITED.
VIVA KOREA INC. LIMITED.
VIVID PRINTS LIMITED.
VIVIOBUY LIMITED.
VIVO INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION NZ LIMITED.
VIZ SECURITY LIMITED.
VJ CO (2013) LIMITED.
VK WATERPROOFING LIMITED.
VOLCANIC PROPERTY LIMITED.
VOLLY PAGES LIMITED.
VOLUME TRADERS LIMITED.
VOLUMEX NOMINEES LIMITED.
VRV INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VULCANISING SERVICES (S.I.) LIMITED.
VULPINI LIMITED.
VW PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VZI FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
W & A CONTRACTING LIMITED.
W & WU LIMITED.
W CASHMORE LIMITED.
W F MCBNABNEY LIMITED.
W G OWEN PAINTERS LIMITED.
W H MOSELEN LIMITED.
W&N LIMITED.
WADE ENGINEERING LIMITED.
WAG ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
WAGTAILS PET CARE LIMITED.
WAYATURA SINGING SCHOOL LIMITED.
WAHEKE CLEANING & PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
WAHEKE GARDEN BAG COMPANY LIMITED.
WAHEKE KONTIKI LIMITED.
WAIHI ENGINEERING (2001) LIMITED.
WAIHI MEATS LIMITED.
WAIHI TRANSPORT LIMITED.
WAI-ITI HOLDINGS 2008 LIMITED.
WAIKATO BUSINESS CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
WAIKATO DAIRY DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
WAIKATO PROJECTOR AND SCREEN HIRE LIMITED.
WAIKIWI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAIMEA VINEYARDS LIMITED.
WAII-MOW LIMITED.
WAINUI CAKE KITCHEN LIMITED.
WAORA INDEPENDENT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WAIPA CONCRETE COMPANY LIMITED.
WAIPUNA POINT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
WAIANGI BAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAIRRAPA HUNTING & FISHING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
WAIRIMU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAIRUA 7 LIMITED.
WAITAKERE FESTIVAL LIMITED.
WAITOKI BUILDERS LIMITED.
WAJWERA PUBLISHING LIMITED.
WAJWHERO HEIGHTS LIMITED.
WAKA ATAWHAI LIMITED.
WALIA FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WALIA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WALTA TALL TRUSTEES LIMITED.
WALKER ALPHA3 INDEPENDENT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WALKER INN LIMITED.
WALKERS OTAHUHU WHOLESALE MEATS LIMITED.
WALL TORQUE LIMITED.
WANASA TOWING LIMITED.
WANGANUI ENERGY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
WANGANUI REPILING & CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
WANGELLIS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
WANTONE LIMITED.
WARD PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WARWICK LIMITED.
WASFY MEDICAL CARE LIMITED.
WASTELINK (NZ) LIMITED.
WATEA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WATENE T.K. INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WATER AND GAS PLUMBING LIMITED.
WATERFRONT LODGES OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
WATERLOO TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LIMITED.
WATERPROOF LIMITED.
WAX GROUP LIMITED.
WAXETC. LIMITED.
WAYNE JENSEN LIMITED.
WB COURIERS 1966 LIMITED.
WB PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WCL SERVICES LIMITED.
WEATHERTIGHT ROOFING & PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
WEATHERTIGHT ROOFING N.Z LIMITED.
WEBKIWL.COM LIMITED.
WEBWEKA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WEDDING WISHING WELLS LIMITED.
WEE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
WEBHIPEIHANA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WEI PING INVESTMENT LIMITED.
WELLINGTON PRINT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WELLINGTON REALTY LIMITED.
WELLINGTON STONEMASONS LIMITED.
WELLNESS CONCEPTS TRADING TRUST LIMITED.
WELLNESS NOW LIMITED.
WELLS RURAL POST LIMITED.
WELLSFORD ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
WELLTHINGS DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
WEST CITY HOLDEN LIMITED.
WEST DERBY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WESTCOAL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
WESTERMEIER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WESTERN AUTOBODY LIMITED.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WM CONTRACTING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMEDIA NZ LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WON &amp; ONE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOD WORKS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODEN SPOON LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODHILL PARK TRADING TRUST LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODLANDS PARK PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODLEY CAPITAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODY'S CAR HIRE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOLLER ENTERPRISES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOPPY PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKBENCH NZ LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLD ADVERTISING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLD CLASS PEST CONTROL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLD COMMODITY STOCK EXCHANGES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLD ENVIRONMENT EXCHANGE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLD HERBS ANTICANCER RESEARCH CENTER LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLD HERBS TREATMENT RESEARCH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLDWARGAME LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLDWIDE MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLINGHAM ROAD LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO'S FOREST SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOW SERVICES HAWKES BAY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPAGES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPH LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAP ENTERPRISES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAYZ HELL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRIGHT KARTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRIGHT MEDICAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRIGHT PROPERTY INVESTMENTS 2007 LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRIGHTS WATERGARDENS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSM 2011 LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUZUP PROMOTIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WX LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYLIE’S MASONRY EQUIPMENT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYNYARD WOOD (ANDREW) TRUSTEE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XALTA MEDIA LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCALIBER SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCEL HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XDEN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XELL GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGS PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIN YUAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOX PACIFIC LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPEDITION NEW ZEALAND LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPERTISE CONSULTING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XQUISITE BATHROOMS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XQUISIT MODELS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSV POWER LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTRACARELINK AGENCIES (WELLINGTON) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XUCINI LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYPHYR LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZABC 2014 LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y &amp; J WANG LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y FORCE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y.TQ INVESTMENT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y10K LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAKO’S CAFE &amp; RESTAURANT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YALE ACADEMY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YALLA HEALTH AND WELLNESS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAM YAM HOUSE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YANDANOOKA LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YANG MA ZI LIMITED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YANG&LEE LIMITED.
YANGTZE CORPORATION LIMITED.
YARDLEY AND FOSTER ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
YARRA SUPPLIES LIMITED.
YATAMA LIMITED.
YAVAKO LIMITED.
YBE NORTH LIMITED.
YELDARB HOLDINGS LIMITED.
YELLOWFIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
YEN RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
YEO AND CO. LIMITED.
YIFANS LEASE LIMITED.
YINGHAO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
YO MAMA LIMITED.
YOGHURT STORY BAYFAIR LIMITED.
YOGHURT STORY CIVIC LIMITED.
YOGHURT STORY NORTH CITY LIMITED.
YOGHURT STORY THE PALMS LIMITED.
YOGHURT STORY WELLINGTON CBD LIMITED.
YOGHURT STORY WELLINGTON LIMITED.
YONG CHEN LIMITED.
YONGKIM CONSULTING CO. LIMITED.
YORTT INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
YOU INC LIMITED.
YOUNG YACHT DESIGN LIMITED.
YOUNGSON PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
YOUR CAFE LIMITED.
YOUSU LIMITED.
YOYO YOGURT LIMITED.
YU NING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
YUAN TAO INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
YULEK LIMITED.
YUN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
YUNA LIMITED.
YY LIMITED.
Z RENOVATIONS LIMITED.
ZAFTIG LIMITED.
ZAS LIMITED.
ZATE LIMITED.
ZBANFAM LIMITED.
ZED TRUSTEES NUMBER 10 LIMITED.
Zegra LIMITED.
ZEOPARD LIMITED.
ZERO4 LIMITED.
ZF LIMITED.
ZHU CONSULTING LIMITED.
ZI FURNITURE LIMITED.
ZIPAKA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ZMC WILLIAMS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ZMJ LIMITED.
ZOE CHRISTIAN SATELLITE INSTALLERS LIMITED.
ZOKKT LIMITED.
ZOOTECH LIMITED.
ZOXI LIMITED.
ZUNA LIMITED.
ZURU LIMITED.
ZY STAR LIMITED.
ZYH CONSULTING LIMITED.

Unless, under section 321 of the Companies Act 1993, written objection to the removal of any of the above-named companies is delivered to the Registrar by 11 August 2016 (being not less than 20 working days from the date of this notice), the Registrar is required to remove the companies from the Register.

Dated this 14th day of July 2016.

MANDY McDONALD, Registrar of Companies.
Contact for Enquiries: 0508 COMPANIES (0508 266 726).

Online Service for Objections at: www.companies.govt.nz.